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Under a contract with the European Space Agency (ESA) SREM (Standard Radiation Environmental Monitor)
has been developed and manufactured by Contraves Space in co-operation with the Paul Scherrer Institute
(P5l) in Switzerland.

Main Features:
. Compact

size

. Low weight

. Three (3) precision particle detectors
Internal dose measurement
Interna I temperature measu rement

. MicroprocessoL memory and data storage capacity for autonomous operation
during several days

. Low power

. Data downloading on request via host spacecraft telemetry
Operational monitoring accessible from host spacecraft
data handling system
Manufactured SREM's have been attributed to specific missions:
. STRV-I C
Now flying
. PROBA
Now flying
. Integral
Now flying
and are selected for upcoming missions:
o Rosetta, Mars Express, GSTB, PROBA 2, Herschel, Planck.
SREM on INTEGRAL

SREM

on PROBA
SREM in

orbit data

SREM

Contraves Space AG
Marketing and Sales
Schaff ha userstrasse 580
C H -8052 Zurich, Switzerla nd
www. contravesspace. com

Phone +4113062812
Fax +41 1 3062210
eric.staub @ u naxis.com
jack.schneider@ unaxis.com

Alcotel Espocio
Your Best Sponish Spoce Supplier

Mo in Prod ucts
Digitol Electronic Equipmenl
- On-Boord Doto Hondling

- Digitol Poylood Engineering
- Antenno Pointing Systems

Rodiof requency Fquipnlent
- S-Bond TTC Digitol Tronsponders ond Tronsceivers
- S-Bond TTC Spreod Spectrum Tronsponders
- S-Bond TTC High Power Amplifiers

- L-Bond Tronsmitters
- BPSK/aPSK Modulofors
- Filters, Diplexers, Multiplexers, etc.

Sysfenns Engineering

- On-Boord Processing (OBP)/Multimedio
- Sotellites Telecommunicotion Systems Studies
- Specific Checkout Equipment (SCOE)
- Power Benches

RF

Active ond Possive, On-Boord Doto Hondling Equipment ond Subsystems is our moin line of business.

We ore speciolised in the development ond monufocture of o few equipment, through portnership
with the moin spoce prime controctors.
Our trock record includes porticipotion in more thon 45 progroms sotellites.
Alcotel Espocio is o Sponish subsidiory compony of Alcotel Spoce Industries

ARCHITECTS OF AN INTERNET WORLD
Alcoiel Espocio,SAC/ Einstein,T 2BT60TresConlos(PTM1 '14o6r-'6-Spoin Tel'3491 Ba779oo
www olcotel es/espocio/index-i htm
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For over twenty yeors Gore Spoce Wlre ond Cobes hove contributed to the
success of mony spoce missions, such os Moon Lcnding, Spoceob, EURECA
ERSI + 2 ltolsot, SAX, SPCT, SC, Envisct, XMM, Metop, lntegrol, scienfific

reseorch in spoce, Columbus

As o specio ccble supp ier we supporl
you in p onning the next step into spoce
Coll us now.

Itl

+ 49/91 44/6

al0

49/91 44/64 l4

53
electronics europe@w gore com
www goreeleclronico com
FA,X.+

EORE
Creative Technologies
Worldwide
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Modis have been providing manpower to ESA for
over 25 years, we are currently providing the
following manpower within Estec:

Modis currently have partnerships witl
Ieaders in: Telecomms, Avionics, Space,
ICT, Electronics, Networking and man17
customers and our consultants with '
we work hard to meet all your
Division based in The
both customers and

. Materials Testing
. RF Engineers/Technicians

. Digital Engineers
. Purchase officers
. Informatics Support
. Engineer

. Metallurgy Technician
. Ground Systems Engineer
. Communication Systems
. Human Exploration Science

. Administration

of MPS Group lnternational
Modis Europe Ltd forms an
and has recently merged with l,f Link the GRP Recruitment Division
of MPSGI. All l.T Link offices throughout Europe will now become
Modis offices strengtheninE our position auoss Europe by offering
;. With offices
a more complete resourcing solu
Italy and the
based in The Netherlands,
:o satisfy the
UK we have the ability to reacf itfip,nght
needs

. Metallurgy Engineers
. Components Testing

of our clients thTguphflttEratppe),':

t'/cdir ir *,he Eurol--+:":n rnarl<et

!eacler in tite pr"ovllion
projecl:oervices to nrq;:nrsatrr,rrs
arrri indi;s'.r"1r t\4ncji: har nqhily earned a repiitatlr:rr lor
quaiitir, etfiriency and irrncvation irr the suppiy r:i ltaft arroi:
the cr,,nrpir:te i-oiltinercial iirrd irtd,.lstr tel lpectr unt \4odrr'
ph i losophy ir tr: fcrqe thr i.e -v;a'l partrrerships ltel !'.'ur i] .r,,'
rLJsicrr,ers Jnaj r-.Llr" -.itaff th;t irvill sust*in sver thet lcrrg tatt-r
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1ne of lhe porticiponts in lhe ESRIN neetings,
Dr. Souleye Wode of Cheikh Anto University of
Dokor, Senegol, denonslroting lethnology tronsfer

fron

The Johonnesburq World Summif
Susloinoble Develoiment (W550

tSA

to his hone region

on

)

The Johannesburg World Summit

on

Sustainable Development acknowledged
the important role that Earth-observation
satellites can play in assisting sustainable
development. CEOS was accredited as an
intergovernmental organisation through
ESA, who attended the WSSD as a formal

observer

and participated in the
the final

negotiations underpinning
documents adopted

by Heads of

State.

An inoge of Dr. Wode's
home counlry token by
Envkot

in llorch

2002

Several interventions were made by ESA
at the Summit and during the preceding
Preparatory Committee (PrepCom)

the use

meetlngs.

strong suppoft fiom the ESA Communication

first by IGOS (Integrated

Jos6 Achache, ESAs Director of Earth
Observation, addressed and presented an
official statement to the WSSD Plenary,
highlighting the role of space observations
as part of an integrated global observing
system. ESA, on behalf of CEOS, made a

Department, the Agency was able to
provide two exhibition stands during the

Observing Strategy) concerning the use of

further intervention at the Plenary in the
'cross-cutting session' emphasizing the
role of satellite Earth observation in
pursuit of sustainable development. This

intervention was strongly supported
immediately afterwards by the US and
Japanese Ambassadors to WSSD.

In addition, a number of ESA staff
participated in the associated meetings,
discussions and workshops, highlighting

t2

eso
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of

satellite data. Thanks

to

the

Summit, at Ubuntu Village, Johannesburg,
one as CEOS and one as ESA.
The effort invested at WSSD has paid
off. The 54-page WSSD Plan of lmplementation contains l2 specific references
to Earth observation, clearly demonstrating
that the Summit recognised the importance
of space technology for sustainable
development. This outcome is a clear
improvement compared to the Rio 1992
Agenda 21, where the need for global
observations is barely visible.
TWo important WSSD partnership
initiatives concerning Earth-observation

data were launched in Johannesburg: the

Global

space and ground measurements for
sustainable development; and the second
by CEOS to encourage partnership in

education and training in

Earth
observation. Both measures will widen the
use ofEarth-observation data to protect the
environment, particularly in developing

countries, and

to

ensure that this data

becomes available to all.

To turn words to action, ESA organised

a high-level meeting at ESRIN, inviting
guest speakers from a number of UN
organisations, the World Bank, the
European Commission and developing
countries. This meeting, which preceded

lhe (ElS Plensrv in

session

ot

ESRIN.

with Jwd Achothe. ESA\ Direclor of Eorth }hservolion. in the thoir

the CEOS Plenary, was aimed at raising
awareness and informally discussing
potential follow-up activities. During the
subsequent two days of the 16th CEOS
Plenary, high-level representatives from
space organisations around the World
have adopted a CEOS WSSD Follow-up

start to address some ofthe areas identified

in the

WSSD Plan

of lmplementation

where space-based Earth observation
would be essential to assist sustainable

first, led by
NOAA and UNOOSA, is aimed at
development activities. The

education, training and capacity building;

ESAt Tiger Proiecl
ESA's proposed contribution to the WSSD
Follow-up Programme, the 'Tiger Project',

aims at providing E,arth-observation data
from its latest Envisat satellite and other
ESA missions to assist in managing water
resources, primarily in Africa. The project
would be driven by the needs of the local
populations in developing countries, would

Programme.

the second led by ESA and NASDA, is
focused on management of water
resources; the third led by USGS and

WSSD Follow-up

CCRS. deals with the use of Earth
observation for global mapping. Space

to relevant Earthobservation data, and would transfer the
relevant technology to developing

agencies have indicated their willingness

countrles

The CEOS Members and
agreed

to

launch

a

Associates

'WSSD Follow-up

Programme'as a visible concrete action by

to develop additional activities in

the international space community in

three areas. The programme allows CEOS
members to provide their contributions 'as
and how they see fit'.

support of sustainable development. Three
'Modules'were agreed for an immediate

facilitate access

@esa

these

lhe

delegot es ott e nding

the I6th

GlS

Plenory

ond ossotioled neelings,
golhercd ot ESRIN
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The SMART-I
Mission
Giuseppe Rouo, Bernard Foing, ond the SMART-I Proiett Teom
[5A Direclorole of Scientifk Progrommes,

[5T[(, Noordwiik,

T\
K

The Netherlonds

y July 2003 a hitchhiking team of engineers and scientists will
be at Europe's spaceport at Kourou in French Guiana, thumbing

Ariane-5 launcher that has room to spare. It's not very big - j ust a box
a metre wide with folded solar panels attached - and six strong men
could lift it. It weighs less than 370 kilograms, compared with
thousands of kilos forAriane's usual customers'satellites. So it should
pose no problems as an auxiliary passenger.

SMART stands for Small Missions for Advanced Research in
Technology. They pave the way for the novel and ambitious science
projects of the future, by testing the new technologies that will be
needed. But a SMART project is also required to be cheap - about onefifth of the cost of a major science mission for ESA - which is why
SMAR11 has no launcher of its own. Its main purpose is to allow the
engineers to evaluate a new way ofpropelling spacecraft on far-ranging
space missions. Power from SMARI-I's solar panels will drive an
electric-propulsion system called an 'ion engine'. The demonstration
task is to overcome the Earth's gravity and put the spacecraft into orbit
around the Moon.
After 40 years of Soviet and American lunar exploration, knowledge
of the Moon's surface is still surprisingly incomplete. Always ready to
seize the chance to make new discoveries, Europe's space scientists
have fitted SMARTl with very modern and compact sensors to map
lunar minerals in greater detail than ever before, using infrared rays.
With X-rays too, it will make the first comprehensive inventory of key
chemical elements in the lunar surface. Adding to this the many scenes
coming from its advanced multi-colour camera, Bernard Foing,
ESA's Project Scientist for the mission, believes that SMART-1 witl
"renew our view oJ'the Moon and prepare for future lunar and
p lanetary exploratio n "
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ESA has conducted
str.rdies

Swedish Space Corporatron,

several

of potential

began the developrnent work

lunar
rnissions in the past. including
orre tbr a Polar Lunar Orbiter

in October 1999.

was a lunar rnission.
including six Inonths of
operations in lunar orbit. The

(POLO) in the 1980's At thc
bcginning of the 90's, wide
consultation with the scientific comnrunity
led to a survcy of the possible scientific

and social bcncfits that rcneu'ed

Iunar

exploration rnight bring. A stlategl, fbr
progrcssivc cxploration in tbur phases -

prccursor nrissions, landers,

resource

utilisation and deployment of large
infrastructurcs, and a perrlanent hlrrran
prcsclrcc - was proposecl by ESA. :rnd
agreed with othcr space agencics
coordinated by thc Intclnational Lunar
Exploration Working Group (ILEWC)
after the Beatenbelg lnternational Lunar
Workshop in l99zl. Between 1994 and
1996, ESA stuclied a scientific ILrnar
mission (MORO) as a contencler tbl a
medium-cost rnission. In thc san-re tinrc

frarne. technical studics were

also

conducted on a lunal landcr (LEDA). and
betrveen 1996 and 1998 a study callcd
'Euromoolr' addressed the possrbiJity of
rnaking a landing near the lur.rar south polc.
ln parallel, a series of key techr.rologies for
future lurrar and planetarv exploration
rvere devcloped. tn 1995, ESA's Long-

Terrn Space Policl, Committee

made

stratcgic recornrnendations fbr E,urope's
future space endeavours, which included
the eventr-ral building of a perrnancnt lunar
base, and robotic precursors.

l6
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Thc

approved SMART- I scenario

Foster, (heoper, Smorter

The SMART series of missiorrs have been

scientific
total budget allocated to the mission

intloduced into the ESA Scientific
Procrlmrrre in order to prcnarc thc
technologies needed for the major futurc

l0[.5 MEuro: 68.2 MEuro from the ESA
Science Programmc, l2 MEuro fron.r the
ESA Tcchnology Rcscarch Programmc,

science missions. the so-called
'Cornelstone' rnissions At mission
approval. SMART- | rvas assigned lbur

and 2\.3 MEuro from a

goals:

Denmark.
...r..:.,,',::...,...r,,-.L:,.1. ,
Besides its nowet..,iirir!1fl* tnE . :

to derlonstrate the use of Solar Electric
Prinrary Propulsion. in preparation for
luturc dccp-spacc rnissions requiring
high-energy trajectolics. like the BepiColombo missiorr to Mclcury and thq

compensation programme

spccial - ,;

fundgd.,.j.1'.--hy r,,.

France. the United Kin

.;'.:.:

propulsiorr, SMAR1l
technologies within . the ,1:..spaeeereftb
sy$tems -and inslnur-tqnf$..: :tredrree, ',
ify.
:Gn

Solar Orbiter nrission

to dcrronstrate a new 'fastef, eheap.ef,
smartcr' approach for spacecraft
procurenrcnt and rlanagement, corryatible
with thc lorv or,clall mission budget and
hi ghly dcrnandi n g rnission requiremergs

(taking highcl risks was coxsidored
':.; ,1: .
acceptable for this missionJ .

to

demonstrate new spacecfaft and

instrument technologies. and
- to provide an early scientific opportunity

for instrurnents rnd inr cstigllions.

ESA's Science Prograrnme Committee
approved the SMART- I n.rission in
Septenrber laa9. and the prirrc conlrilclor.

is

rnodularitg ."u--ouulity'. and. Jhq E!e..of

commercial-off+he-shelf hardware and
sqftwars: c mponents, T:he spacecratt
pialform reombines the heritage fiom

previous small salcllite progrumnres
by the Swedish Spacc
Corporation and the latest technology
developments fron-r ESA. cornmercial
spacc prograrnmes and other branches of

und€ftaken

industry.

A masterpiccc in rniniaturisation.
SMART-l is l4 metres across with its solar
panels extended but everything needed for
its propulsion, communications, housekeeping and instrumcntation fits into a
M

eso
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cube just I metre across. The solar panels
use an advanced type of gallium-arsenide
solar cell rather than the traditional silicon
cells. The avionics architecture is state-ofthe-art and will test new communicalions
and navigational techniques. Of the total
launch mass of 370 kilograms, l9 kilos is

available

for a dozen technological

and

scientific investigations. Like the spacecraft's other components, the scientific
instruments employ state-of-the-art concepts
and miniaturisation methods to save soace.
weight and cost.

The spacecraft has also been designed to
require a minimum of ground intervention
throughout its operational lifetime to
further constrain costs. During its journey
to the Moon, SMARTI 's electric propulsion

system

will

function autonomously for

periods of up to l0 days. When orbiting the
Moon, the spacecraft will be contacted for
an average of just 8 hours twice per week

using ground stations on an 'as available'
basis.
SIMRIJ during lhe ocoulktesting

Tn spite of the low budget, ESA has
not compromised in the pre-launch testing

of

SMART-1. Notwithstanding the tight

schedule,
included:

-

the

spacecraft programme has

mechanical qualification of the structural

model (August 2001)

electrical and functional testing of the
flight Model (June 2002 - January 2003)
electromagnetic compatibility, thermal-

balance, thermal-vacuum and vibroacoustic testing of the flight model
(October - November 2002)
end-to-end testing of the flight model's
electrical-propulsion system (December
2002).

of lon Engines
Operating in the near-vacuum ofspace, ion
engines shoot out a propellant gas much
faster than the jet of a chemical rocket.

The Mogic

They therefore have a much higher
specific impulse (thrust per unit of
propellant used). The ions that give the
engines their name are charged atoms,

accelerated

SllARlJ\ ion engine

l8
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by an electrostatic field

generated by various techniques. Tf the
power comes from the spacecraft's solar
panels, the system is known as 'solarelectric propulsion'.

l3 - februory 2003

The type of ion engine chosen for
SMARTI is called a Plasma or Hall-Effect
Thruster, as it makes clever use of an effect
discovered by the American physicist E.H.

Hall in 1879, whereby a current flowing
across a magnetic field creates an electric
field directed perpendicular to the current.
This phenomenon is used to accelerate

ions of xenon, a chemically inert gassy
element with atoms about 13l times
heavier than hydrogen atoms. Fed with
1350 Watts of electrical power from the
spacecraft's solar panels, SMARI-I's ion

engine, manufactured

by SNECMA of

France, generates a thn.rst of 0.07 Newton,
equivalent to the weight of a postcard!

Due to their weak thrust. ion engines
work their magic in a leisurely way. As
normal-sized solar panels supply only a

few kilowatts of power, a solar-powered
ion engine cannot compete with the
enormous thrust of a chemical rocket.
However, a typical chemical rocket engine
burns for at most a few minutes, while an
ion engine can go on pushing gently for
months or even years on end - basically for
as long as the Sun shines and the small
supply of propellant lasts! Thus, the ionpropelled tortoise will eventually overtake

the

chemically-propelled hare,

and

continue accelerating, slashing the time for
interplanetary travel. So far this is only a
theory, but it is one that SMARTI is out to
prove correct!

SMART-I will go no further than the
Moon, but it will also demonstrate more
subtle operations of the kind needed for
long interplanetary missions, which will
combine solar-electric propulsion with
manoeuvres exploiting the gravitational
pull of planets and moons. BepiColombo,

ESA's future mission

to the innermost

planet Mercury, close to the Sun, will use
an ion engine to speed it on its way. The

Solar Orbiter, which

will

swoop even

closer to the Sun for close-up views, will

use the same type

of ion drive

as

BepiColombo. Other planned ESA science
missions are also expected to use ion
engines for complex manoeuvres in the

vicinity of the Earth's orbit, including
LISA, a mission that will detect
gravitational waves coming from the

'h

ion engine

en

sfrr;h

olnut fwryeon off ilrcline

ha

Eepltdwnfu wdtllnke

gel Io

n

Mucury Bul we rned

hands-an expedence uilh
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distant Universe.
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woy ro lrovel: A spirol Poth to

By accelerating SMART-I constantly

feel significant gravitational tugs from the
Moon as it passes by.

at

0.2 millimetres per second per second. this

incredibly gentle thrust could in theory
fling the spacecraft right out of the Solar
System, if sustained for long enough. In
practice, however, SMART-I will use its
ion engine only intermittently over a 16month period following its release from
Ariane, to fend offthe Earth's gravitational

pull and put itsclf into orbit around

the

ESOC's mission controllers must then
rnaugurate a new era ln space navlgatlon.
For the very first time, they will exploit the
sustaincd thrust of electrical propulsion
jointly with manoeuvres under gravity.
This is quite a complex process and

optimisation of the manoeuvres that will
be needed has required extensive analysis.
The tug of the Moon will at first help to

widen the spiral orbit, in

regular

Moon.

encounters called 'lunar resonances'. By
the time SMART-l passcs within 60 000
kilometres of the Moon, the effect of its
gravity will be rnuch rnore pronouncecl in
encounters known as 'lunar swingbys'.

As first noted by the mathematician
Joseph-Louis Lagrange in 1172, the
gravitational effects of the Moon and the
E,arth are in balance at a point known as
'Ll' (Lagrange Point No. l), 50 000 to
60 000 kilometres out from the Moon on
the earthward side. At this point, SMARI:
I will rerch a crucial stage in its .iourncy.
passing through an 'invisible doorway in
space' involving the spacecraft's'lunar
capture'. Thereafter it will fly over the

lunar north pole, aiming at

a point of

closest approach above the south pole, so
achieving a wide polar orbit around the

Moon. During the weeks that follow,

SMARII's ion engine will

gradually

reduce the size and duration of this orbit,
to improve the view of the lunar surface.

SMARII first orhils the Eulh in everinffeosing ellipses. When
lhe lunor grovitolionol field.

ll

uses o

il

reoches the

lloon,

its

oftit is

oltered by

nunber of lhese'grovitotionol oskls' lo position ilself for going into

orhit oround the lloon.

The Ariane-5 launcher will put SMART
into an elliptical orbit around the Earth.

Controlled

by the European

Space

Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt,
Germany, on two days per week, repeated
burns of thc ion engine will change the
ellipse into a circle and gradually expand it

into a sniral. Each month the Moon
revolves around its own orbit. 350 000 to

400 000 kilometres from the Earth. As
SMARII gains distance from the Earth,
its speed will slacken. When 200 000

o

s
€

=
0nce SMARI-I hos been
the

nptured by the Moon\ gnvity, it begins to work

its

woy doser to

lunor surforc.

kilometres out, the spacecraft will begin to

20
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SMART- 1 Instrument Technology,
Planetary Science & Exploration

Bernord Foing, ond the Science &
fe

chnology

W

orking Teom

whd willAll of sMART-lt In$rumenrs Do?
Multinational teams of scientists and
engineers will conduct ten different
investigations coordinated by a Science
and Technology Operations Centre. The
instrument teams are led by Principal
Investigators from Finland, Germany, Italy,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom. All
ESA Member States are parlicipating by
providing Co-investigators for the various
experiments, which fall into two main
categones:
fesling new lechniques
EPDP ond

SPfDf; Designers

of future solar-

electric spacecraft want to know exactly

how SMARI-I's ion engine performs,
what side effects it has, and whether the
spacecraft interacts with natural electric

and magnetic phenomena in the space
around it. Possible problems include
deflection of the ion engine's thrust
direction, erosion of surlaces, shortcircuits by sparks, interference with radio
sisnals. and accumulation of dust. These
effects will be monitored by
EPDP and SPEDE.
KolEundRSIS:

It will use the very short radio waves of
KaTE. The prirnary purpose of KaTE is to
demonstrate the next generation of radio

links between the Earth and far-flung
spacecraft. Microwaves in the Ka band,
around 9 miliimetres in wavelensth. can be

Small changes rn

SMAR11's motion will
reveal the precise thrust
being delivered by the ion
engine. Like police radars
used to catch speeding
motorists, RSIS will exploit
the Doppler effect to log how
the changes in speed alter the

wavelength

of radio

putses. $

The People Behind SMART-l
SMART-l hos been built by o six-nolion Europeon leom involving fifteen industriol componies, led by the Swedish Spoce (orporolion os prime

(0nlr0d0r. Ihe

ESA

Giuseppe Roao is

Mission Teom is bosed

fie

ol lhe [uropeon Spore Reseorch ond Terhnology (entre ([STE() in Noordwiik,

Proiecl Monoger, ond Bernord Foing

fie

Proiecl Scienlisl. The spocerrofi will be rontrolled from

The Netherlonds.

fie

luropeon Spoce

0perolions (enlre in Dormslodl, Germony.

Ihe

-

-

formed by the poylood Srience Prindpol Investigotors (Pls) ond the Technology
will condud len differenl invesligotions roordinoled by o Scienre ond Technology 0perotions (enlre locoted ol ESTE(.

SMART-l Science ond Tethnology Working Teom

Invesligolors (Tls)

Ihey will be supporled by fheir teoms of (o-invesligolors, osocioted scientists ond students.

Experimenl

Subied

Pl/Tl Invesligotors

Porfkipoting (ountdes

SPEDE

Spore plosmo environmenl

Wolter Schmidl, 5F

s[

s, EsA, IJSA

EPDP

lon engine's side effecls

Giovonni Noci,

I,

S[

KoIE

Mirrowove communicotion

Reinhord Birkl,

RStS

Rodio srience

Luciono less,

Loser-[ink

Loser communicolion

Zoron Sodnik, [5A

OBAN

Spocecroft novigotion

Finn Ankersen, ESA

(omero

Jeon-luc Josset, [H

(H,

Infrored onolysis

Uwe Keller,

D, U|(, [H, I, IR[, ISA

AMIE
SlR
D-CIXS
XSM
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D

I

D

EsA,

A

D, ESA, UK

I, UsA, D, UK,

I

N[, l,

E, [5A

X-roy onolysis

Monuel Gronde, UK

tJK,5[ 5, t, t,

5olor X-roy moniloring

Juhoni Huovelin, 5F

5[

UK, tSA

F, EsA, S

I

ESA, UsA

fbcused into relatively narrow beams by
the srnall dish antennas available on thc
spacecraft.
Loser Link:

Tlris is irnother conrnrunicrtrons

experirrent. ESA already has laser links
r,r,ith telecommunications satcIIites tionr an

optical ground station on Tenerife in
Spain's Canary lslands. Airning the Iaser
bearn becomes much more diff icult if', like

SMAR}l. the spacecraft is firr away and
moling rapidly. The hope is that the AMIE
camera

on SMART-l will see Tenerife

aglow u,ith laser light.
08/l\,. Future spacecraft

will

need

to

lhe Al'lll| comerc

be

in guiding themselves
along pre-defined paths towards distant
destinations. OBAN will evaluate a

morc self-reliant

computer technique for
alltonomous navigation.

on-board

It will

use the

bearings of stars sccn by SMART:l's star
trackers, and the Earth, Moon and possibly
asteroids seen by the AMIE camcra.

provide clues to its chcrrical conrposition
and geological history will be measured by
the AMIE. SlR, and D-CIXS instruments:
/i4lf: This uItra-compact electronic carnera
will survev the lunar terrain in visible and
near-infrared light.

lbserving the lfioon, the iun ond the Sky

Different kinds of visible and invisible
light coming fiom the lunar surface r.vhich

This infrared spectrometer
thc Moon's minerals.
S/fr:

will

chart

D t/XS:

This X-ray telescopc will use

new

technology fbr collimating and detccting
X-rays to identify and map key chemical
clemenls in the lunar surhcc.
,Y5/14: The D-CIXS measurerrents could bc
confused by variations in solar X-ray
emissions, which depend on how stormy

the Sun is at the time. SMARI-I will
therefore monitor the solar X-rays with its
XSM instrument, which will also make its
own independent study ofsolar variability.
SPIDE

wake

t-itc a ship at sea, the Moon lcaves a
in the solar wind - the non-stop

stream ofcharged particles and associated
magnetic fields coming tiom the Sun. This

electrical experiment

will

observe this

effect at close quarters.
Witn the help of the KaTE microwave
system and the AMIE carnera, the RSIS
radio experiment will demonstrate a ncw
means of gauging the rotations of planets
and their moons. It should be able to dctect
the well-known 'nodding' ol the Moon,
which slightly tilts first its north pole and
then its south pole towards thc E,arth.
flJl5:

The instruments and their tcchniques will
first be demonstrated during a technology-

commissioning phase, then during a
cruise- science phase, and finally in lunar

orbit. The major scicntific goals
dcscribed in the following pages.
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The Moon, Doughter of the Young Eorlh

lunar crust, the abundance of magnesium

The current consensus is that a Mars-size
planet embryo impacted the proto-Earth,
and that the Moon resulted from the re-

needs to be determined, which is a key goal

of material ejected during the

repository, which has collected comets,

accretion

impact, coming mostly from the impactor.
The global composition of the Moon can
constrain our understanding of the proto-

Earth and

of the physico-chemical

processes that followed the impact. The
compositional similarities between the
Earth and the Moon are still aptzzle.

Rocky planet formation models assume
accretion from planetesimals originating
from different parts of the Solar System.

The Moon carries

a

record

of

the
bombardment history in the inner Solar
System, which was erased on Earth. Also

the gravily,

physical and chemical
signature of giant impact basins is still

for future X-ray measurements.

The lunar surface

is

also

a

huge

asteroids, and even samples ejected from

the early Earth, during the era of giant
bombardment or emergence of life. Tt has
been proposed that water ice could have
survived in the permanently shadowed
craters at the poles. Lunar Prospector
recently detected enhanced hydrogen
concentrations in these areas. There is still
a debate as to whether this results from
enhanced solar wind hydrogen trapping, or
from successive impacts of recent comets
or water-rich asteroids. More data will be

obtained from orbit

volatiles, but we

on these

polar

will

imprinted on the lunar surface. The physics

need in-situ
measurements, and possibly also deep
samples, to unravel the history of water-

ofimpact processes can be investigated on
different scales, making use of remote

rich impactors in the inner Solar System.
The outcome of this water-ice issue has

sensing, in-situ and sample data.
As a small planetary body, the Moon is a

important consequences

for

sustained
human lunar exploration in the future.

for comparative planetology,
allowing us to study the processes of Lunor ftience wilh
planetary differentiation, magmatic lo Do!
cornerstone

activity, volcanism, crust formation, and
single-plate tectonics. The Moon appears

to

have melted significantly after its

formation. To constrain theories about

a

possible magma ocean and the origin of the

SMART-I: Still Plenty

left

The Moon's pockmarked face gives us an
idea of what the Earth must have looked
like around 4 billion years ago, when
comets and asteroids rained down on the
newly formed planets of the Solar System,

creating craters both large and small. The
Earth's wounds have mostly 'healed', but
the Moon has scarcely changed from 3.5
billion years ago, when molten lava formed
the flat, dark features known as 'maria'.
From their six landings during NASA's
Apollo Programme (1969-12), astronauts
brought home rock samples for analysis in
the world's laboratories. Three unmanned

Soviet spacecraft also recovered Moon

rocks. Scientists prized them as samples
of the primordial minerals that went into
making the Moon and the Earth, and as
chroniclers of impacts. However, all of

these samples were acquired

in

the
nearside equatorial region. The far side of
the Moon and the polar regions have never
been sampled.

Much lateq in 1994 and 1998, two small

American spacecraft, Clementine and
Lunar Prospector, were put into orbit
around the Moon, carrying a variety of
remote-sensing instruments to map the
whole lunar surface. Lunar Prospector also

explored

the Moon's gravity and

discovered magnetic regions. But many
unanswered questions still perplex lunar
sclentlsts.

A key lunar feature is the South Pole
Aitken Basin, which dominates the Moon's
south polar region and is the largest known
impact crater in our Solar System. The
SMART-1 spacecraft will examine this and

ilt

on SIMRH will nop

the ninerok of the Moon.

l[nteriok thot ohen look
nerely grey in visible light

ore nore rclourful in the
infrored. When seen in the

o spectrun,

showing

wwelengthi,
hos

o dktinctive signolure

depending on which
wovelenglhs

sfiongly.
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the thousands of other lunar craters that
chronicle a prolonged bombardment of the
double planet by comets and asteroids. Our

own planet suffered even more severely
from such impacts.

SMARI-I's camera AMIE will enable
to study afresh the Moon's
topography and surface texture. It
scientists

rleasures visible Iight at a million points in
a field of view 5 degrees wide, and filters

can select yellow light, red light or very
short infrared rays. By looking at selected
regions from different angles, and under
different lighting conditions, AMIE will
orovide new clues as to how the lunar
surface has evolved.

With longer infrarcd rays, the infrared
spcctrometer SIR rvill map the surface
distlibution ofrrinerals such as pyroxenes,
olivines and feldspars, in 256 wavelength
bands from 0.9 to 2.4 microns and thus in
far more detail than Clementine with its six
infrared bands. The mineralosy from
kiown inpod

croter

in |he enlire

Solor Systen.

hloured

hlue

in this topogrcphk nop, it

is

deep

BENTTITS FROM TUNAR EXPI.ORATION
Leorning obout the Fornalion ond Evolution of Plonets

Preparing for Future Lunor ond Plonetory Exploration

- Underslonding how rorky ploneh form ond evolve

- Survey of lunor resourres (minerols, volotiles, lighfing)

- ftemirol (onslroinls on Eorlh-Moon origin
- Signolures of oarelionol processes in inner plonets

- High-resolufion sludies for londing siles/oulposls
- (oordinolion belween lunor missions

-Soulh Pole Aiilen Bosin ond lorge impod bosins

- [nvironmenl sludies in supporl of humon explorolion.

- Evolufion of the Eorth/Moon syslem
- lmpocls: gionl bombordmenls in fie inner 5olor Syslem.

Lunor Testbed

for

Solor Syslem Explorotion

- Synergies wilh ofier plonelury missions (Rosellu, Mon Express,
St

udying Comporotive Geophysical

P

Venus Expres, Bepi(olombo)

rorcsses

- Advonred lerhnologies (propulsion, londing, robofits, energy

-Volconism, leclonits, crolering ond erosion

- Deoosilion of ires ond vololiles

lele-presence, 0ulon0my, life support).

- Geophysics ond geochemislry.
Social Benefits
Technology chollenges ond iobs for industry

Using the Moon os a Colleclor of Extrolerreslrial Samples

- Inspirolion for lhe generol public ond youlh for knowledge,

- Regolith somple of the solor wind! history
- Somples of icy comelory deposifs over lhe losl 108 yeors

r'

- Somples from

fie eorly ond lhe evolving

scienre, terhnology & innovolion

- Fulure commerriol opporlunilies

Eorth

- Moon bose os refuge for humons in cose of o globol nucleor or

- Somples from Venus, Mon ond qsleroids.

osleroid impocl coloslrophe.
Refercntes:

lnlernoliontl hnlerenrc on Explorclion & Utilisotion of the lr/ioon,
Eorthlike Plonets & Moons,

ESA

ESA

SP'462

SP-514
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Approximately every six months, a Soyuz rocket is launched to carry a new
Soyuz capsule to the International Space Station (ISS), to replace the one
that has been docked there since the last visit. This regular schedule is
dictated by the fact that the ISS's current crew ofthree relies on the docked

Soyuz capsule as a lifeboat should they have to leave the Station
unexpectedly. Since the start ofthe Station's build-up, there have been four
Soyuz-capsule exchanges. Each Soyuz flight brings up an additional crew
ofthree, who stay on board for 8 days to perform scientific research.
Because there are presently only three permanent crew members on the
ISS, instead of the intended seven, ESA has been forced to look for
additional flight opportunities. Negotiations with the Russian Space
Agency resulted in a cooperation agreement that enables ESA astronauts to
fly in the Soyuz capsule as 'flight engineers'and then perform scientific
experiments whilst aboard the Space Station.
Following similar initiatives by France and Italy, the Belgian Federal
Department for Scientific, Technical and Cultural Affairs (OSTC) decided
to fund such a Soyuz mission within this framework for October 2002. An
extensive scientific programme was developed and prepared by ESA and
OSTC. Belgian ESA astronaut Frank De Winne was appointed to perform
these experiments and to fly to the ISS as Soyuz flight engineer. He had the
additional privilege of being on the maiden flight of the latest model of the
Soyuz spacecraft, known as Soyuz-TMA.
The mission also had some other firsts for an ESA astronaut, namely: the
use of the ESA-developed Microgravity Science Glovebox, the fact that
Frank was to work in both the US and Russian segments of the ISS, and the
novelty that he was to fly in two different models of the Soyuz capsule.
After one and a half years of training and experiment preparation, the
Soyuz lifted off on 30 October 2002,wtth commander Sergei Zaletin (the
last commander of the Mir space station), with Frank as flight engineer in
the left-hand seat and with flight engineer Yuri Lonchakov (reserve
commander) in the right-hand seat. The two-day trip to the Station went
according to plan and the eighrday programme of experiments conducted
on board was a great success.
On 10 November, the visiting crew returned in the Soyuz TM-34 capsule

that had carried the crew that included Italian ESA astronaut Roberto
Vittori to the ISS in April 2002. It made a very special night landing in
Kazakhstan. Frank subsequently'continued' his mission through extensive
baseline data collection for the demanding set of medical experiments that
he had conducted in orbit.
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Getting Reody

Frank's intensive training for the mission
had begun in August 2001, doing his initial

training together with Roberto Vittori.
Besides the many hours spent in the
classroom learning about all the different

ofthe Soyuz and the ISS, there was
also survival training in the Black Sea and
in winter conditions, for the unlikely event
aspects

that the landing would not be

in the

Kazakh steppes. They also did weightlessness training in an llyushin-76 atrcraft,
as well as riding in a human centrifuge to
prepare them for the g-forces that they would

experience during launch and landing. One
of the most demanding parts of the training
was mastering the Russian language!

As already mentioned the crew for the
Belgian flight had to master both the old
Soyuz TM capsule in which they would be
returning to Earth, as well as the brand new
Soyuz TMA. The TMA (the 'A stands for
anthropometric) differs from the previous
TM version in several aspects, not least of
which is the greater space available for the
cosmonauts, allowing taller cosmonauts to
fit into the capsule, and the fact that many
ofthe real buttons in the older version have
now been replaced by virtual functions on
displays.

Eight months into the

training

programme, the practical training in the
Soyuz simulator began. The crew spent

long hours, many

in their space suits,

training in the simulator in order to prepare

ESA

ostronout tronk De Winne chetks oul his Sokol soue suil

success of the mission. Equally important
and demanding are the sessions for fitting

in

training

The Experimenls

cosmonaut is strapped in his cramped
flight position for several hours inside a

Belgium's support for the Odissea mission

vacuum chamber. As the Odissea
cosmonauts would also be living and

experiments to be performed, which would

working in the US part of the ISS, training
sessions at the NASA/Johnson Space
Center in Houston were scheduled too.
Although the flight-engineer training
involved the greatest preparation time, the
scientific objective ol the mission was to
complete the extensive experimental
programme. This meant that as launch
approached the crew spent more and more
time training to conduct those experiments.

This training took place under

ESA's

closely with the scientists responsible for
the experiments in familiarising themselves
with the equipment and the experimental
procedures. Some of this training also took

in

place

controlling critical parts of the spacecraft,

Glovebox for extra safety.

commander

during the

Soyuz

in-orbit

manoeuvres, docking/undocking with the
ISS, and the subsequent return to Earth.
Extensive medical examinations are an
important part of the mission preparations.
These tests took place at regular intervals
to check and safeguard the health of the
cosmonauts, and hence ultimately also the
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of

Houston, as four
the
experiments needed to be performed using
the ESA-built Microgravity Science

cosmonauts, including foreign crew
members. As flight engineers, Frank and
Roberto would be responsible for

working very closely with the

several

One such session is a leak test in which the

for all kinds of events and control and much of it was done at ESTEC
eventualities. The two ESA flight in Noordwijk (NL). The crew worked

extensive experience

for

and checking out the Sokol space suits.

them

engineers were in good hands with the
Russian trainers at the Yuri Gagarin
Cosmonaut Training Centre, who have

continuing less frequently
weeks thereafter.

The baseline data collection for

the

physiological experiments was particularly
time-consuming, requiring many samples
to be taken from the cosmonauts themselves. These sessions started long before
the mission, not only in Russia but also in
the Netherlands. The physiological testing
intensified close to the launch and was at
its peak for a few days after the landing,

made

it

possible

for a total of

23

otherwise have had to wait several years
for an appropriate flight opportunity. The
experiments flown, which were selected by

ESA after scientific peer review and an
accommodation study, included both
Belgian and international experiments and

they covered both scientific

and
educational topics. The OSTC coordinated
the Belgian experiments.

Many of the experiments conducted
were in the life-sciences domain, ranging
from cell research at the DNA level to
cardiological and neurological studies on
the cosmonauts themselves. In the physicsrelated fiel4 there were three
crystallisation experiments, an experiment
to study combustion reactions in a metal
mixture. and a fluid-physics experiment to
study diffusion in oils. Educational
experiments were videotaped for schools,
with which there were also amateur-radio
sessions during the mission.
Most of the equipment used for the
Odissea experiments was developed by the
national institutes or by ESA and had been
carried to the ISS a few months earlier by

an unmanned Progress capsule, while
some was already onboard in the NASA
laboratory or had been carried up as part
of the equipment pool from previous
fliehts.

TWo and a half hours before lift-off, the
three crew members entered the capsule.
Thereafter, the radio-links and the air-

tightness of the capsule were tested, as well
as the air-tightness of the suits one last
time. The final flight instructions were

loaded according to plan shortly before

lift-off and the automated ignition
sequence was initiated.

In fact, the launch took place in dense
fog, which gave the onlookers the special
sensation ofonly feeling rather than seeing
the rocket's ignition and lift-off. The ascent
fhe three ldisseo sew nemhers

set

oul for lhe lounth ood in Boikonur

was according to plan and after just 8.5
minutes the Soyuz was in orbit. After all
the necessary checks had been conducted,

The Flight

the launch and their air-tightness tested

The crew got up very early during the night

once again. There was then the traditional
ceremony in which the crew reported to the
State Commission, surrounded by a crowd
of invited guests and the media, before
being transported to the launch pad. This
same ore-launch ritual has been followed
sinceYuri Gagarin's flight in 1961.

of 30 October to prepare for the

earlyrnorning launch. After the traditional walk
from the cosmonauts' hotel in the small
town of Baikonur, the three were transported
by bus to the launch complex. The Sokol
spacesuits were donned four hours before

the crew could safely get out of their
spacesuits, disconnect their rnedical
monitoring wires and enjoy the relative
'comfort' of the orbital module above the
landing capsule.
During the next two days, the crew
conducted many tests with the new
spacecraft and prepared the capsule for

-februory 2003

docking with the ISS. During the periods
of ground contact, they were able to talk to
their families who had gathered in the
Soyuz control room in the flight control

experiments, with the permanent station
crew helping out during certain
experiments. Equipment had to be started

up, experiment cartridges had to

be

centre. Despite their limited meals and
lack of sleep, they were also able to enjoy
their long awaited view from space of
planet Earth and to experience life in

malfunctioning devices repaired, pictures
taken of particular locations of interest on

microgravity.

Earth

This maiden flight of the new TMA
Soyuz capsule was successfully completed

with an

to the
Space Station on I

automatic docking

International

November. After careful checks

for

any

leaks, the hatch was opened and the
permanent residents warmly welcomed the
visiting trio, for whom floating through the

more roomy Space Station modules
seemed like luxury after their days in the
Soyuz.

After a video conference with officials
on the ground followed by an hour and a
half of unpacking, there was plenty of time

to chat with family and friends back

on

Earth before starting eight days of
intensive work. The following days were

fully occupied in conducting all of
32
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the

changed, electrodes attached blood
samples taken, ongoing tests filme4

-

-

such as the erupting Etna volcano

temperatures checked, videotapes

filled in, etc.,
etc. Despite this hectic schedule, the
experiments worked very successfully,
with hardly any delays or problems. 22
exchanged, questionnaires

experiments were complete{ to the great
satisfaction of the scientists. the ground
teams and the crew.

Several public-relations events were
organised during the mission, with the
crew communicating sometimes in Dutch
and sometimes in French with VIP's,
mediators. officials. schoolchildren and
students in Belgium and at ESTEC sites, as

well as with television crews. In Frank De
Winne's hometown, thousands of people
gathered in the market square to witness
these live broadcasts on giant TV screens.

The Mission 0perolions

The Odissea mission was controlled from

the TsUP flight-control centre

in
Kaliningrad near Moscow. Through the
close cooperation with the Russian flight
controllers, the ESA crew-support team

was able to be in direct contact with the
visiting crew. This ESA support included
medical support by a doctor from EAC,
who was similarly in close contact with the
Russian medical staff. The experiment
investigators were gathered at the User
Support Operations Centre in Brussels (B),
where they could be quickly consulted by
the ESA engineers at ESTEC in the event

of any problems.
As the ISS crew operates on the basis of
Greenwich Mean Time, the people at TsUP

work into the night, while their NASA
counterparts are active early

in

the

morning. Every day, a so-called Form 24
containing the daily planning was sent to
the Station, with other inputs to the crew
such as new or updated procedures being
conveyed by radiogram or by direct voice
communication. The latter rely on a VHF
channel when there is coverage by the

Russian ground stations, which occurs
only a few times per day. At other times,

communication relies on the US ISS
segment's S-band link with Houston,
including e-mail exchange, and the radioamateur sesslons.
The Relurn

For the Odissea crew, the 10 days of the
mission passed all too quickly. The last two
days were mostly spent

in

packing the

Soyuz TM34 return capsule with the
experiment results and data carriers. some

small items of equipment, and personal
belongings. As the allowed volume and
mass, as well as the access to the various
storage locations, are strictly limited, this
is not a trivial task. Most of the experiment
equipment is left onboard the ISS for later
reuse or is stored in the Progress capsule
for subsequent removal and eventual
destruction on reentry into the Earth's
atmosphere.

Having successfully concluded their
hectic programme of experiments onboard
the ISS, the visiting crew bade farewell to

their colleagues and closed the

hatch.

in a

Having donned their pressure suits once

Although

again and checked carefully

position, the crew were in good health and
good spirits when the support team
reached them. The ESA support personnel
retrieved the time-critical scientific samples
and other important items from the capsule
and the three crew members were taken to
a tented facility for a medical check-up.
There they were also able to share their
experiences with colleagues, friends and

that

everything was properly sealed, they
undocked their Soyuz from the Station and
descent
slowly drifted away.

The

operations towards the Earth's atmosphere

went according to plan, and

the
deceleration for reentry was started with a
burn of the Soyuz's engines. The living

module and the equipment part of the
Soyuz were separated from the landing
capsule, which entered the dense layers of
the Earth's atmosphere soon afterwards.
After 10 days of weightlessness, the crew

had then to withstand the deceleration
forces of re-entry and the subsequent
swinging movements that accompany
parachute deployment.

The landing was always destined to be
an historic one, since it was the first ever

rather uncomfortable

officials, including the Belgian Croum Prince.
Reflecting on all that had happened

during his hectic first voyage into space,
Frank described his experience as 'the
most intense, challenging and unbelievably
tulfilling l0 days of my professional life'.
This. however. was not the end of the
mission for the Odissea crew, who still had

to submit to the many post-flight medical
tests in the days to come, in order to assess

(onclusion

The Odissea mission was

extremely

successful, with all of the main goals - the
testing ofthe new Soyuz vehicle in flight,

the exchange of the Soyuz vehicles

as

for the ISS, and the
scientific/educational programme - being

rescue craft

achieved exactly as planned.

The cooperation on the ground between

all of the international

partners at the
different sites worked well, with the few
difficult issues that did arise being
resolved in a very professional way. The
Odissea mission therefore stands out as a
good example of how such nationally
funded missions can serve the national,

European and international scientific
community and can help to stimulate the

youth of today to choose technical and
scientific careers. The experience gained
during this 'extra' mission will also be

their re-adaptation to normal gravity
conditions. The scientific researchers, of very useful for the preparation of the next
course, also have lots of work ahead of Soyuz flights, carrying ESA astronauts
returning capsule provided an impressive
and quite unique sight. The landing itself them on all ofthe data brought back from from Spain and The Netherlands. @esa
was a hard one due to the frozen ground the ISS and will only be able to draw
and the repeated tumbling of the capsule definitive conclusions from their
before it finally came to rest on its side. experiments several months from now.
Soyuz night landing. For the rescue
helicopter crews, the intense glow of the
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lntroduclion

Sincc Yuri Cagarin'-s historic first flight into spacc in
become evident that thc spacc

April I 961. it has quickly

cnvironrncrrt influcnccs the hurnan body in rnany
different wa1's and causes it to adapt in ways that call
lead to problenrs when returning to E,arth's grar.'it1,.
Much rcscarch has bccn pcrfbrnred in tlre rneantime and

our understanding of what happcns to our bodies in
space irnploved considerably during

thc Mir

space

station and Space Shuttle/Spacelab era Howcvcr'. rnany

to counteract
those changes that we now know takc placc, still neecl to
be adcircsscd through sttrdics on the Interni'Ltional Space
Station (lSS) and through simulations on thc gr-ound.
As rve enter an era in which crews will spcnd longer
pcdods in spacc on thc ISS and of longer terrr plans by
almost everl' space-faring nation tbr nrissions to Mars.
qucstions, particularly rcgarding how

it is clear that rnuch nrore knou,ledge is nccdcd. and
quickly. Although a fcw hundred nren and women bavc
already travelled into spacc, thc operating environtnent
severelv linrits the amount of systernatic rcscarch that
can be perfbrnred - a situation thal is unlikely to change.

Othcl avenues fbr addressing specific scicntific
questions in a controlled research cnvironment rnust
therefore be found.

Onc of thcsc con-rplernentriry alternatives is hcaddou,n-tilt bed-rest studics in rvhich volunteers arc
confincd to beds that are tilted 6 deg bclow the
horizontal at the head cnd. Evcry activity, includir.rg
cating, reading. showering. etc.. is perfornrcd in this
position tbr the duration of the study. This lcads to
changcs in the hurnan body that are very similar to those
sccn during spaceflight, such as bone-mass and nrusclemass Ioss. cardiovascular and neuro-sensory dcconditior.ring The controllcd bcd-rest setting therefore

allows meaningful research into thc bodily
consequences of spaoeflight and possiblc
countenncasurcs. lt also gives the scientific community
intcrcstcd irr spacc-rclated medical research morc rcady
access to a clinical model.
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The benefits of these studies go far
beyond their space application. Patients
bed-ridden because of illness or accidents
suffer the same symptoms and can thus
also profit from the studies. As a clear
indication of this link, the clinicians and
researchers involved in the bed-rest
campaigns typically spend the majority of
their time exploring'terrestrial' problems.
A

Medicolftollenge for Europe

The long-duration bed-rest study performed
over the last year was an initiative of the
International Space Life Science Working
Group, involving ESA, CNES and NASDA.
Lasting 90 days and with 25 test subjects

it was certainly a very
challenging endeavour. Over 1000
candidates applied 120 of whom were

participating,

medically and psychologically screened.
Sixty-six scientists from more than 30
research centres in 8 ESA Member States
took part, and 20 hospital laboratories

and units were involved on site. About
250 people were involved in organizing
the study, including 140 doctors, nurses,

- Altered
-

perception and cognition

strategies of the brain.

ensure that no weight variations would be
due to over- or under-nourishment.

Bone loss, exceeding lo/o per month in
weight-bearing bones, in addition to

The state-of-the-art clinical diagnostic
tools applied in accurately monitoring the

potentially unrecoverable changes in

changes in muscle and bone tissue for all
three groups included Magnetic Resonance

bone structure.
Changes in metabolism such as nutrition
absorption and control ofwater and salt
excretion.

The bone and muscle changes, which are
the most challenging when contemplating

Imaging (MRI), two levels of Quantified
Computer Tomography (QCT and pQCT),
as well as Dual X-ray Absorptiometry
(DEXA), which ailows the total mineral
content (BMC) of the body's bone skeleton
to be estimated very accurately.

long-term spaceflight, were the prime
focus ofthe bed-rest study. In addition, the
physiological parameters pertaining to
circulation, sleep quality, fluid intake,

The early study results are extremely

illuminating

in

terms

of the counter-

measures applied, looking at the summary
data only in the followrng areas:

standard blood parameters and general
activity patterns were carefully monitored.
Such basic parameters as body weight,

-

body weight

blood pressure and temperature were also

-

muscle mass and function
bone mineral content
gait (walking) and balance
food absorption.

tracked.

Maintenance

of

muscle function and

bone strength would be crucial for trips to
Mars, for example, which would last some

Monitoring hodyweight

The group that undertook 20 mins of
intensive exercise over one hour two to
three times a week maintained their
bodyweight better than the other two
groups. The spread within the non-

medics, nutritionists, and technicians who

500-550 days, with about 170 days of
exposure to microgravity in the spacecraft
in each direction, and the rest of the time
being spent in the 0.38 g of Martian

were present at the MEDES clinic for

gravlty.

exercising group becomes larger over time,

Ihe Study ond hs Firsl

which indicates a cumulative effect, or
rather that these persons continue to lose
weight, whereas the exercrsrng group

physiotherapists, psychologists, para-

various periods during the two study phases.

The amount of scientific data collected

is equally impressive: during the

study

4350 tubes of blood samples were drawn,
plus 825 during the follow-up period, 5500
urinary assessments were made, plus 500
during follow-up, and the blood pressure
of each volunteer was taken 250 times.
Altogether, about 1000 hours of testing
were performed on each volunteer, 43 150
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans

Resuhs

The first period of the study

was
completed just before Christmas 2001 and
Phase 2 began in March 2002. At the time
of writing, the first scientific findings have
been presented. The details ofthe bed-rest
study itself were presented in ESA Bulletin

seems to loose the entire amount during
the first 10-15 days, and thereafter remains
constant.

Three groups ofvolunteers (seven, nine,

The data also indicate another
interesting trend, namely that the spread in
weight data, i.e. with some losing much
more than others in the same group. is

and nine subjects, respectively) were

much larger in the control group than in

were made, etc.

selected: the first group was to undertake a
specific exercise programme using the

How Our Bodies ftonge in Spoce
Some of the most significant adaptational
feafures known to occur when space crews

flywheel resistance device selected for
flight on board the ISS, the second was to

the group that exercises. lnterestingly, this
would seem to indicate that the regulation
of bodyweight is better when the body
burns energy, with energy-demanding
activity maintaining the weight parameters
within a much smaller tolerance.
Likewise, long-term bed rest leads to
loss of body-weight in patients, which is
known to be a significant problem in the
elderly in particular. This alone can be life-

are exposed

to microgravity for

long

periods are:
- Major changes in the circulatory system,
such as altered blood pressure and heartrate control and pulmonary function.
Decreases in muscle mass and in the
neuronal control of muscle activity.
- Differences in posfure and locomotion
control.
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No. 108, in November 2001.

receive one-time medication against loss
of bone material (explained later), whilst
the third was to function as a control

group. neither taking exercise nor
receiving any medication.

All three groups received identical
nutrition, calculated on the basis of
individual pre-study bodyweights, and
following general international guidelines

threatening in relation to long-term
sickness. Short bursts of maximumintensity exercise may therefore be a

from the World Health Orqanization. to

potential countermeasure

Chonges

in

volunleers'

hodyweights during the

90-doy Bed Rest Period

sludy, compored with lhe

non-exerdsing'conlrol'
gtoup

(onfrol group
Ixer<ise group

Preserving muscle moss

Due to the sophisticated methods applied
in our study, one can discriminate very

well between the effects on bone

the flywheel resistance training device
increased the static force of calf muscles

rest. The reduction in CSA is significantly
smaller in the exercising group than in the

compared to pre-study levels. This may be

other two groups.

the average person does not
usually train this 'locomotion' muscle

and
muscle tissue of preventive medication and
of exercise. This allows us to draw clear
conclusions as to the next step in defining
suitable countermeasures for the negative

because

effects of micrograviry
The exercising group basically preserved

is probably

their thigh muscle mass almost

1000%,

whereas the non-exercising groups showed
a significant loss. The calf muscles showed
a less good result with the current protocol,

although exercise helps reduce the loss of
calf volume by some 5070 compared to the
non-exercising groups. In addition, using

using this kind ofhigh-output exercise.
The question that still remains is the lack
of maintenance of muscle volume, which
because the type

of

exercise

applied provided insufficient stimulus for
that muscle, which is mainly composed of

'slow fibres'. This suggests that

the

exercise regime applied is not sufficiently
appropriate for training that muscle.
The accompanying illustration shows

the relative changes in calf-muscle crosssectional area (CSA) during 90 days ofbed

Mainloining conlioyosculot function

The resistive flywheel exercise seems to
provide no protection against orthostatic
intolerance when returning to the vertical
again after the bed rest. This intolerance,
which affects 50% of astronauts postflight, means that sufficient blood pressure

cannot be maintained

in the

standing

posture for a period of a few minutes. This

is crucial for

ensuring the return of

sufficient blood to the heart and hence to
the brain. No significant effect from this
exercise regime on this problem was
expected, but it had never been tested
before over such a long period.
The body's circulatory reflexes rely on a
complex system of sensors and effectors,
the sensors being pressure sensors in the
heart and lungs as well in the large arteries

on both sides of the neck.

When

stimulated, the effectors create appropriate
the blood vessels,
constrictions
particularly below the level of the heart.

of

s

This ensures that enough blood is returned

to the right side of the heart sufficiently
quickly. It is particularly important that
these reflexes work correctly in the
ulf-

standing position after a long a time in bed

uscle cr oss- se ct io n ol

to avoid blood pooling in regions below

Chonges

n

in

oreo os neoswed by

heart level, which would lead

peilpherol Quontilied

insufficient blood getting to the brain and

hnpuler

hence to fainting.

lonogruphy (pQO)

lor lhe thrce

www.eso.inl
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Pre-bed resl

Posl-bed resl

Retoining bone slruclure

Bone development during one's growth
years is governed primarily by metabolic
processes driven by nutrition and other

growth factors. Thereafter one's

bones
adapt to the changing loading conditions.

This process called'bone resorption'
removes bone tissue in one place by
'digging' microscopic cavities, which the
bone formation process later refills. In this
way, bone slowly adapts to the longer-term

loading pattern

by

strengthening itself

where it is most needed.
Calcium is bound into bone tissue in a

complex structure, and this is what the
traditional screening methods look for
when assessing whether or not a person is
osteoporotic. Bone mineral content peaks

in the early twenties for
somewhat earlier

males, and

for females, and then

essentially remains constant for the next l5

to 20 years. Thereafter a natural, agerelated slow loss of bone mineral sets in.
Post-menopausal women have a much
higher risk ofdeveloping osteoporosis than
similarly aged men, who also tend to have
osteoporosis problems much later in life,
usually after the age of 65. Osteoporosis
therapy is somewhat complicated as the
responses to loading (exercise) or to
medication, like the estrogen hormone
that plays a significant role in bone
preservation. particularly in women. vary
significantly from person to person.
Our studies have shown that one type of
medication. Pamidronate@, which belongs
to the bisphosphonates family, effectively

blocks the bone resorption process. In
bone detectable changes take place very

slowly and are therefore difficult to
monitor with non-biochemical methods in
the short term. It is however possible after

Ooss-sectionol
exerrise for

inogx of thigh

ond

ulf

nusdu node by llognetk Rennonce lnoging (llRl), showing the eflect of flywheel reistonrc

o typkol suhiect

even increases the bone mineral content,
and not least maintains the crucial internal
structural arrangement.
Our bed-rest study has shown that bone
mineral content was significantly better

maintained

in the group that

exercised

compared with those who did not. The
loading of the large leg muscles even with
short bursts of strenuous exercise has a
direct conservational effect on bone
structure and composition, despite the test
subjects being in a near-horizontal position
for months on end. This is probably the

first

well-controlled confirmation for

just 24-48 hours to see biochemical

humans

changes in the metabolites in the blood as
a kind of 'footprint' of the two processes
that maintain bone tissue appropriate to the

animals. The clinical significance of this
finding, therefore, is that physical exercise
per se is a crucial health-preserving factor
for patients faced with long-term stays in bed.
Space experience shows that for some
reason the resorption process dominates in
weightlessness, leading to a so-called

loading being experienced.

Both

processes, resorption and formation, leave

these metabolites in blood and urine, in
quantities that reflect in general terms how
much one or other process has been active.
Bone tissue 'fitness'can be expressed in
terms of how well it responds to changing
loading patterns, and thus maintains or
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of earlier similar findings with

'negative calcium balance'. There is an
accelerated loss ofcalcium bound into the
bone, even when compared to osteoporosis

patients.

It is assumed that the total

absence of gravitational pull on the body
when in orbit is the main reason. Hence
when people remain horizontal for a longer
time on Earth, a similar, although probably
less pronounced effect should be observed

- gravity is not nullified but its direction is
changed by 90 degrees. The bed-rest study
data confirm that assumption.
Regardless of whether or not they
exercised, all three groups showed a loss of
roughly 0.5% of bone mineral content from
the lower leg after 30 days in bed. After 90
days, however, the non-exercising control
group had lost 5% on average, whilst the
exercising group had lost only around
2%o. In addition, a rather large variation
between individuals was observed, partly
ascribed to genetic factors.
The boneloss data from the calf bone
(tibia) are supported by similar data from
the thigh bone (femur), but with less loss

in the femur

than in the tibia. This
well with the muscle data.
What is also very interesting is that
exercise had a more constant positive
corresponds

effect than medication, which is probably

(honges in bone ninerol
conlenl

in the lower leg during

90 doys of bed rest, os
0ssesseo wUn

100

puLt. Ine

rcduclion is deorly snoller
both

in

in the exercise youp ond

lhe Ponidr ono

Ie

lr

eoled

group rcnpored wilh lhe
conlrol group

+
+
l

constant

for a change in BMC of

some

0.5-l% to take place. If this is confirmed
the effect of exercise that starts at the
outset of the bed-rest period should be
visible after that time, which appears likely

from the

accompanying illustration.

Differences

in

bodyweight development

between the exercising and the control
groups are already visible some 10 days
into the bed-rest period, whilst the BMC
data show strong dissociations from day 30

Control
Exercise

onwards.

Pamidronate@

Do Genetia Ploy o Role?

A potentially important factor, the genetic
profile, has not yet been addressed. The

Time IDays]

due to the slowly diminishing effect of the

formation normally more or less cancel

pre-injected drug over time. Another very
important point is that the apparent

At the

kinetics and effects of the Pamidronate
medication have now been mapped in a
bed-rest situation - something that can
probably be directly transferred for future
bone tissue stabilisation measures for
long-term space crews. The clinical
applications of this finding are no less
important, as such long-term studies on
humans with a year-long follow up period

each other out the net result is an increase.
same time, we can conclude that,

despite the intense resistance training.
which has been primarily designed to
maintain muscle mass, over the first 30
days this does not manifest itself in terms

volunteers were not genetically tested prior
to the study. Between the definition of the
experimental programme and finalisation

of the study, however, it was decided that
this was a potentially interesting area of
research ifcertain genes could be shown to
with high or low responses to
exercise. Genetic screening is therefore
be associated

of a distinction between the exercising and

being performed retroactively, but those

non-exercising volunteers in terms of
changes in BMC, but for the remainder of
the study the slope of the loss-curve is
significantly smaller for the exercising

results

will only

be available later.

(onclusion

have never been performed before.

group than for the other two. Thus

Does Medicofion Help?

to maintain muscle. it also has a marked

The long-term bed-rest study that has been
described here is unique and clearly a first
from a duration and completeness point of
view, a fact widely acknowledged by the

During the first 30 days of bed rest, the
medication, administered once at the start
of the study, actually increased the bone's
mineral content by some 0.5-1%. This can
be attributed to two apparent causes. The

positive effect on bone condition. This is

considerable press coverage

an imporlant new finding, both qualitatively

attracted.

although the exercise is primarily designed

first is that it effectively halts the

bone

resorption process, and as resorption and

and quantatively, coming out of our bedrest study.
Finally, without medication against bone
resorption, the first 15 to 30 days of an
unloading regime seems to be the time

0fher lnferesling tindings

-

Normol wolking ofter lhe bed-resf sludy required 40% more energy! Ihis is on imporlonl indirolor of lhe

-

The locomolion pollern wos chonged, being

diffirulties to be expeded ofier longterm bed resl or o long spoce flighl.

les coordinoled ond effkient fton normol.

Muscle fibres seemed

lo

berome shorler, ond lheir ongle of inserlion inlo

Exercise seemed

lo

Similar cooperative long-duration bed-rest

initiatives with NASA are already under
discussion. ESAs planned long-duration
bed-rest study with female volunteers in
the coming year is the next logical and
necessary step, thereby consolidating the
Agency's leading position in this area of
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Since aircraft parabolic flights

The Seleoion Procedure

Preporing

The selection procedure for the 5th SPFC
took place in three phases. In Phase-1,
launched in October 2001. students were

precautions must be taken to ensure that all
flight operations are performed safely and

invited to apply individually. Phase-2,
launched in January 2002, solicited

that the'passengers' are

adequately
prepared for the quickly repeating cycles

applications from teams of four students
(aged 18 to 27 years), who were asked to
provide an outline of their

experiment and the name
of their academic professor
endorsing it. Phase-3 was
launched in February 2002,

l.

Toble

of high and low gravity that they will
expenence.

Germony

9
I

requested to describe their

Uniled Kingdom

?

in detail, as
well as the major
parameters of
the

Spoin

were

experiments

equipment to be used. They

were also asked at that
stage

for information about

the journalist which each
team had to nominate to
accompany them.
ESA and Novespace (the

operator/ manager

Prior to the campaign,
Novespace and the French
Test Flight Centre (Centre

Geogrophicol distribution

of the SPF( 2002 exoerimenh

The Netherlonds

when the teams

Finlond

I

5wilzerlond

I

Eelgium

I

5weden

I

Fronce

5

lloly

3

Polond

Porlugol
Denmork

of the ,4300

Zero-G

aircraft to be used) then assessed the
experiment descriptions submitted by the
sludent teams. Thirty-lwo expcrirncnts
were selected for the campaign bascd on
their originality, tcchnical complexity and

the degree of outreach that would

be

achieved by the team. They werc divided
over two weeks of parabolic flying. with l6
grolrps taking part each week.

are

officially classed as 'test flights', specific

d'Essais en Vol, CEV)
provided support in the

design of the test
equipment and related
safety aspects.

Several

months before

In the week before flight.

rhe

thc

experiments were made ready and checked

campaign began, experts

out in the workshop supplied by
Novespace, before being installed in the
.4300 aircraft. During this preparatory
process, the students in the different teams
had ample opportunity to exchange ideas
about the various experiments that they
were going to conduct.
Before the first flight, the Airbus aircraft
also received a full safety check to verify

reviewed all of

the

expenments to

be

conducted and all of the
I
I
equipment to be installed
I
aboard the aircraft, from
the structural, mechanical,
elcctrical, safety and operational points of
view. Technical visits were made to the

studcnts'institutes to check on the
progrcss stalus of each experiment. to give
advice where needed and where necessary

to

or additions to
A safety review
was held one month before the fl ight
suggest modifications
each experirncntal set-up.

campaign began to assess the overall status

that all of the equipmcnt that had been
installed complied with the appropriate
safety standards. All of the students whon.r
E,SA selects to participate in its parabolic

flights have to pass a special medical
examination tailored for such flights. All
such certifications are checked prior to the

first flight of the campaign.

of each cxperiment.

For

expcriments to be conducted on human test
subjects, the ESA Medical Board reviews

the medical protocols to ensure that the
28.000

proposed research will be conducted in
accordance with the ethical rules and the
safety rulcs applicable for space flights.
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Weeks

Since the 32 experiments were divided
over two weeks of flying with two flights
each week, each experiment was flown
twice, with two students working on the
experiment on each flight. During a preflight safety briefing, the procedures for a

parabolic flight, the

emergency
procedures, and all of the experiments to

be conducted were explained by CEV
personnel to all of those taking part students, journalists and ESA staff.

During the flights, specialised CEV OUlfeOCh
personnel supervised and supported the Each student team had to provide outreach
experiment operations. In addition, there material (web page, presentation, media)
concerning their experiment. ln addition,
was a flight surgeon on board to monitor
the medical aspects of the in-flight approximately 20 journalists participated
operations and to assist any students in the campaign, representing television,
suffering from motion sickness due to the radio, newspapers and scientific magazines.
rapid gravitational changes. In an attempt Hence the students' experiments are not

to counteract this problem, a only often

fundamentally

new

and

'familiarisation flight' has been introduced

exciting, but can also become front-page

during which the students are given a short
five-parabola flight whilst staying in their
seats with their seatbelts loosely fastened.
The most sensitive students are then
recommended to fly during the second

news!

rather than the first parabolic-flight day.
Whereas previously some 30%o of the

students would be sick, since the
introduction of the familiarisation flight
this number has fallen to less than l0%.
Anti-motion-sickness medication

is

also

made available to the students before their

flights.

A

standard

flight lasted about

three

Toble 2. Affiliotions of portiripoling iournolisr
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5wilzerlond

VRI

Belgium

Ihe lrish Democrot/
The Independent

recoverable capsule. In the future, selected

lrelond

hours, allowing 31 parabolas to be flown.
The outcome of each flight was reviewed

SijddeuBche Zeitung

Germony

Journol I'Akote

Ironre

for flight on the

in a formal debriefing during which the

Noluur & Iechniek/lngenieur

Ihe Netherlonds

Station.

Roumfohrl (onrrel

Germony

5lor 0bserver

Germony

aircrew gave their assessment of the flight
and the student teams reDorted on their

student experiments

will also be eligible
International Space

By learning from each

exDenments.
(onclusion

The 5th ESA Student Parabolic
Campaign was a great success, with

other's

experiments and through their unique
personal experience of weightlessness,
the students who participated in this
Campaign have become ambassadors for
microgravity research and its applications,

participating students experiencing the
thrill of weightlessness for the first time. [t
also gave them the chance to work and
exchange ideas with their contemporarics

with a strong interest in space. These
young people will be a part of the next
generation to make use of future microgravity research opportunities and to
implement many of today's far-reaching

from other European countries, resulting in

plans in spacc.

the

the creation of a network of contacts and
plans for a 'Parabolic Flight Participants
Club'.
At the end of the Campaign, all of the
students received a special certificate
attesting to their participation. For the two
best student experiments, there

will

be the

to participate in ESA's
Professional Parabolic Flight Campaign in
March/April 2003. In addition, the ESA
Education Office, in co-operation with the
ESAs Directorate of Human Spaceflight
and Microgravity (D/MSM), is offering
microgravity-related student experiments a
chance to fly on the Russian Foton
opportunity

Further information can be found

at:

www.estec.esa.nl/outreach or www.esa.int/
education
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Technology lronsfer Progromme,
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From

To Start-up Creation
- The European Space Incubator Network
The ESA Technology Transfer Programme

Medical, founded

European Commission (DG Research) and

applications, such as the controls in bioexperiments, deployment of micro-solar
arrays and antennas, etc. Tony was also
investigating the use of these materials
for medical and industrial markets.
The UK SPACELINK representative, JRA
Technology Ltd., encouraged Tony to
promote his concepts through the ESA
TTP and such was the interest in potential

strong political support throughout
Europe. Today, more than 150 space
technology transfers have been success-

fully achieved to such non-space sectors as
medicine, textiles, automobiles, the

oil &

gas industry etc. These transfers represent
a turnover in excess of 150 MEuro for the

donor and receiver companies, and a
projected estimated turnover of about
BEuro by 2005.
The trend towards the creation of startup companies from the ES{TTP spin-off
1

process began some

four years ago.

Already. about 20 such new companies
have been created successfully in Europe
thanks to the 'virtual'business incubation
process provided by the TTP.

wvw.e50.inl

A famous example is provided by Anson
by Tony Anson, a

(TTP) has grown since its inception in
1990 into an efficient machine creating
many spin-off success stories. The
Programme now has a well-established
team, a sound methodology, access to
networks like SPACELINK, the European
technology brokers' network, access to
funding, a close relationship with the

researcher at Brunel University's Institute

for

Bioengineering

in the United

Kingdom. Tony was investigating
applications for a novel smart material
called a Shape Memory Alloy (SMA).
SMAs had been considered for use in
space for various micro-actuation

medical devices incorporating these
materials that he decided to leave the
University and set up a spin-off company,
Anson Medical Ltd. Anson Medical was
provided with support and assistance by
the ESA TTP and JRA, who in the early
stages identified prospective parhrers and
licensee organisations, and helped the
company to secure public R&D funding,
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including both EUREKA and CRAFT
grants from the European Union. In 2001,

Anson Medical was acquired by the UKquoted company Lombard Medical plc for
in excess of 40 MEuro. The company is
continuing the development of SMA
medical devices, with several nearing the
completion of early medical trials.

More examples of successful spin-offs
from ESA's Technology Transfer Programme
are given in the accompanying panels.
There is now beginning to be a real
awareness of the possibilities for exploiting space technologies and systems in the
non-space sector thanks to the:
- space Technology Transfer portfolio of
over 450 space technologies that are
available for transfer and licensing
- applications of existing space systems in

such domains as global navigation

(GNSS), Earth observation, and satellite
communications

EC-ESA common strategy for space,
signed in November 2000, aimed at

developing more market-oriented
programmes, such as the Galileo and
GMES.

'incubators' are providing entrepreneurs,
innovative start-ups, Technology Transfer

know-how to get space-technology-related
projects off the ground and help them to
develoo into viable businesses.

spin-offs and spin-ins, and early-stage new
businesses, with operational services and

!s

n{:

*viq**

**9*ri**

i

DMD wos esloblished by Tony Anson, shodly

lf

,,

ofter he sel up Anson Medicol, lo invesfigofe industiol

oppli(olions of SMA. Since his porfiol refiremenl from Anson Medirol Ltd in 2001, he hos been devoting

torly*toge venlure finon(e

his efforts to the exponsion of DMD.

is cunenily being sought for the compony

to fund the developmenl of vorious products, induding one potenfiol breokthrough produd in fie
(ompuler-memory field. Ihe

ESA TTP

hos ocquired o shore-holding in

fie

ond

JM

hove provided supporl

lo

DMD lo oid ils exponsion ond JRA

compony. Mony of the expressions 0f interest in the S[4A technology

idenfified dudng fie eorly $oges of Anson Medicolt development through the ISA TTP were from
indu$dol (0mp0nies, ond DMD inlends copilolising 0n fiese.

€ trcj,
[ike Anson Meditol ond DMD,

REM Ltd. wos founded by o reseorcher working in Brunel

Deporlmenl. Dr. Andrew Holmes-Siedle hos worked in

fie

oreo

of

Universityt Physirs

Rodisfion Field-Effect Tronsistors

(RADtflsl for o number of yeors, ond he sel up REM lo commerciolise vorious RADFEI-bosed sensor
fiol he hod invenbd. The compony hos olreody proved reosonobly suaessful ond funher

devices

exponsion ond developmenl of ils produd r0nge ore plonned. REM hos received consideroble supporl from
SPACELIN|(

ovel lhe yeors, induding numerous intodudions lo polenfiol end-users ond licensees for

fie

lechnology. JRA hos olso generoled consideroble medio inleresl in this technology, with numerous orfides
on

fie

lechnology oppeoring in

fie

press. The technology olso feotured in o short

film produced in the

United Kingdom.

* ioliurr 5lc

5

l:

Rodiofion Systems Ltd. wos estoblished by Dr. ?? Romsden,
Soulhomplon University. He hos been involved in

fie

0 reseorcher in fie Astronomy Group ol

developmenl of deledors ond imoging syslems for

As a consequence, greater opportunities
are being given to entrepreneurs to

fiis oreo of high-energy oslrophysics. Rodiotion Syslems

innovate and create their own companies

resolufion g0mm0-I0y spedroscopit deleclor invenled by Dr Romsden ond colleogues in his reseorch

dealing

in

space-related products and
services, where 'Space for Business' can

g0mm0-roy oslronomy for m0ny yeots, ond hos pioneered

defeclion of breosl toncer ond olso

fie

resuhing spreod of conter cells firoughoul

fte

Rodiotion Sy$ems is being supported by

New opportunities are nice, but it is a
tough challenge to progress from an initial

ond exploitotion of its intelleouol properfy, ond olso on

products and services. Space

has

historically been considered as 'a business
for large players' and a 'niche market',
with 'long times-to-market'and often with

fierce terrestrial competition, the
telecommunications sector being a good

example. Consequently, seed capital is
hard to come by.

Therefore, to progress beyond the TTP
support and the virtual incubation process,

ESA and the EC are supporting the
creation of physical business incubation
centres, within an organised network
(ESINET). aimed at boosting entrepreneurship in Europe and in Canada. These
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lechniques for

group. The lechnology hos significonl polenfiol for opplicolion in concer diognosis, porliculorly in

be the new maxim.

idea to actually developing a start-up
company and convincing investors to put
their money into space-technology-related

fie development of inslrumenf

wos sel up t0 tommerciolise o potented high-

ESA

fie

TIP ond JM. JRA provided guidonce on

fie

proposed evolufion of

fte

lymphofic syslem.

fie

fte protection
rompony. (o-

funding for o morkel reseorrh/feosibility study hos recenily been mode ovoiloble by tSA.

!el*

ie-

Lt

.

Dr. Richord Slevens founded 0 (ompony lo commelciolise o requiremenls-monogemenl sofiwore fool
bosed on concepls he hod originolly developed while working

d

ESVESRIl.| in troscoti, ltoly. The compony,

colled Q55 Ltd., devised 0 sofiwore potkoge colled'D00RS', whkh wos bosed oround

fie rore sofiwore
fie 1990s, with

lechnology developed ol ESRIN. QSS experienced consideroble grodh ond exponsion in

fie compony succesfully entedng the US morkel duilng fiis period. The grofih of QSS hos been such fiol
ils D00RS softuore pockoge is now widely ronsidered lo be fie de foclo stondord in requiremenfs
monogemenl. 055 wos ocquired by fie Swedish rompony Telelogic in 2000 for in excess of I 20 MEuro.
JRA hos been o significonl user ond promoler of the D00RS sofiwore

lool. In 2000 fte tuo componies

enlered info o slrolegk ollionce lo ioinlly morkel fie sofMore pockoge to public ond pdvote orgonisotions
operoling in fie oerospoce sedor. Severol JRA peronnel ore fully troined D00RS implemenlers, ond JRA
hos inrodured

fie lool inlo fie

Ul( Minislry of Defence! volidqfion ond veilficotion proress for

fie

EuroFighler proiecl.

& l,lrl.
This compony grew oul of the efforts of the Microwove Rodiotion ond Biologicol Processes reseorrh group

of scienlisls ond engineers who begon working togefher in fie 1990s. The oims of fte Group ore to
explore ond seek lo choroclerise the relofionship belween microwove rodiofion ond biologicol pro(esses

national and regional incubators

EStNu

Launched

in

Brussels

in July 2002,

ESINET is the European network of spacerelated incubators able to link existins

in

the

ESA Member States, in the EU Countries,
and in the EU Candidate Member States.
ESINET consists so far of 25 Incubators in
14 countries, making it the first network of

its kind to link space-related business and

I

ond, bosed upon on enhonred underslonding of

fiol

relofionship, lo develop diognoslic, lheropeutk ond

technology centres throughout Europe.

onolyticol fechniques ond devices.
The members of lhe Group ore

fie millimelri(

wove group ol Rufierford Applelon Loborolories ond

Asldum plc, who hove produced mony devices for spoce opplicotions (moinly Eorth observolionl, ond oko
fte Universily of lrl/oles (ollege of Medicine ond the (ordiff ond Vole Nofionol Heohh Servire Trusl
In 2000, fie Group rereived I 5 kEuro in suppoil from fie ESA TIP lowords o progromme ond business
plonning exerrise, ond in Seplember thol yeor wos suaessful in ollroding inveslmenl from the (ordiff
Porlnership tund lowords fie estoblishment of o spin-off (ompony (MRBP Reseorch hd.) in recognition of
fie rommerriol polenfiol of fie work. The bulk of fie experimentol work to dote hos been underloken ol
fte Rutherford Applelon Loborotory, moking use of the very sophisticoted on+ile focilifies ond equipment
ovoiloble fiere. In 2001, the [5A TTP contibuted 50 kturo l0 supporl fie fonsilion of key reseorch stoff
from fie orodemir lo o commerciol environmenl.
The compony is currenlly working lo inrreose ih Inlellecluol Property bose ond is looking for serondstoge funding.
,,::,,,,::::

,iti

::

European space organisations

::::

Prof. Anthony (ompbell become one of the first benefidories of the
eorliesl pholon<ounling devkes incorporoting

first

ESA

TIP lronsfer suaes in

fie

novel

ESTTC

ESA

TIP when he ocquired one of the

molrixing softwore (which ronsliluled

fie form of o licence gronled lo Photek Ltd. in fie

fie

UK, focilitoted by JRA

Technology).

Profesor (ompbell hos used the device fo furfter his reseorch inlo
fechniques

for

biomedicol reseorch. More specificolly, he

is

fie

reseorching

use of bioluminescenre
inlo living<ell signolling

mechonisms, os well os developing o ronge of novel bio-luminescenf ossoys using proleins exlrotled from

fireflies ond glow-worms.
Recently, Prof. (ompbell hos formed AK Roinbow
discoveries. JRA lechnology is odvising

I !'rr:

The ESINET objectives are to:
- promote the creation ofnew enterprises:
ESINET will allow the exchange of best
practices and experiences with other
incubators, especially when the transfer of
space technologies and the use of space
systems are involved
- facilitate technology transfer between the
space and ground sectors:ESINET will be
used to facilitate the extraction of space
technologies from ESA and other

fie (0mp0ny

[ld. os o polentiol vehide lo exploil his polenhd

0n sel-up ond inlellecluol-property exploilolion issues.

- help start-up enterprises gain access to
finance, advise them on Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR), networking, marketing
and legal matters, and provide consulting
services: ESINET will provide powerful
consulting resources in order to help
entrepreneurs build competitive businesses

- establish strategic trans-national
partnerships and netvvorks: ESINET will
provide start-up transnational partnership
opportunities

;-

ffVi ir r

slorl-up compony founded by Mr Roberlo Zonnini, which is oclive in slope ronsolidofion. The
(ompony ro-operoles wilh moior holion romponies working in fie some field. He hos developed ond
polenled fie prolotype of o coge oble lo perform deep drilling on rocky wolh. The (ompony is further

fie concepl wilhin fie fiomework of o ro-operolive proiecl wilh Spoce Applicotion Services in
Belgium, ond fie deporlmenf of Mechonicol [ngineering of fie University of Genoo (ltoly), both of which

developing

ore olreody involved in spore lele-operolion ond robofics opplicolions.

for

participating, for

instance, in EU and ESA proposals

- build gateways for international markets:
ESINET will provide start-ups with the

commercial introductions/partnerships
needed to expand their activities further in
Europe
- form a critical mass to achieve visibility

with major venture capitalists
lris-Iech is o spin-off compony
lechnologies. The slruclure

of lris

SpA providing personolised solufions for

fie

use

of nefwork

of fie rompony ond ils highly quolified stoff ore loilored lo fie ropid

development of fie'mode{o-meosure'opplicotions

morkel. lils-Tech is speciolized in

fie

demonded by todoyl technologkolly sophisticotd

developmenl of romplex opplicolions through the web, inlerfodng

fiem wilh fie mosl rommon doloboses used os monogemenl lools, ond in fie recovery of dolo lo be
exported on fie Inlernel. Ihe compony is cunenily involved in fte developmenl ond volidofion of vision
lechnologies for romplelely oulomqted quolily monogemenl in lexfile componies, bosed on

fie

porenl

compony's unique experience in opplying spoce-borne vision lechnologies.

European institutions; ESINET

will

and

make

the

space incubators and start-up
companies visible at a European level to
investors or associations of investors. It

will

also improve the dialogue between

entrepreneurs, ESA and the EC.

A new and

important member of

ESINET is the European Space Incubator
(ESI) inaugurated in December 2002 and
Syslelo is 0 slorl-up (ompony founded in November 1999 by Andr6

[onion ond [ric

Horle for developing

ond osembling on eledric motor ond bottery kit for bicyrles. This kit con be instolled on olmost every kind

of bike in o motler of

seconds. The enobling lechnologies hove been developed

wifiin [uropeon

spoce

progrommes. Systelo's policy is lo exploil moss-produclion opporfunilies lo reduce monufocluring cosls,

hosted

by ESA/ESTEC in Noordwijk

(NL). It will be established with a seed
capital fund of 25 MEuro, and will be at
the disposal of all ESINET entrepreneurs.

ftereby inaeosing fte morkel for ils producls.
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- A Fresh Look at Innovation

Eike Kircher Xovier Borbier
ESA

&

Emmonuel

Grou

Direclorole of Industriol Mofiers ond Technology Progrommes,

ESIE(, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

Peter

de Moogl

ISA Direclorole of Technicol ond 0perolionol Supporl,
ESTE(, Noordwiik,

Ihe Netherlonds

lnlroduclion

Bring together a small group of highly motivated researchers, grant
them fuIl access to laboratory and production facilities, remove all
administrative distractions, and let them work intensively four to six
months. That's what 'starTiger' was all about! It is a new approach
to conducting R&D that aims to demonstrate the feasibility of a new
and promising technology within a very short time scale. In line with
the recent initiative within the Agency's Basic Technology Research

to facilitate innovative and breakthrough
has
also provided a fresh look at innovation,
StarTiger
research,
the
way in which space-related R&D is
addressing
specifically
implemented.
conducted and
The StarTiger concept - Space Technology Advancements by
Programme (TRP)

Poul Nielsen
EJR

-

0uorlz, ESRIN, Froscoti, ltoly

(hris Monn
Rutherford Applelon Loborolory
Abingdon, United Kingdom

(M[),

Resourceful, Targeted and lnnovative Groups of Experts and
Researchers - can be applied to all innovative technological research.
The field of antennas was chosen for the pilot project and the goal
was to develop a compact submillimetre-wave imager using state-of-

the-art micro-electromechanical technology. Such an imager would
overcome a number of barriers currently limiting progress both in
space-application fields and in terrestrial systems.

The pilot project started at CCLRC Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) in }une 2002 and was scheduled to last for four
months. RAL was chosen as the most suitable location because of its
advanced laboratories and technical support facilities. The team
would be granted full access to the resources of the Central
Microstructure Facility and the Millimetre-Wave Technology Group,
and would be supported by the laboratories' engineers and scientists.

This would ensure that emerging ideas could immediately be applied
and conlronted with realiry.
A team of eleven scientists from seven European countries were
handpicked in April 2002 for their expertise and their ability to work
together, to push present state-of-the-art technology to its limit.
Highly motivate4 they also possessed as a team all of the know-how
needed to make the project a success within the tight schedule. The
project was officially inaugurated on 24 June by Lord Sainsbury the
UK Minister for Science and lnnovation.
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in June, an

The Birlh of o New R&D Concepl

planned project start

The concept for StarTiger was born out of
research into photonic band-gap
technology led by ESA's European Space
Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC)

unconventional approach

in Noordwijk (NL) in the late 1990s. By
the end ofthe decade, this had resulted in
the development of one of the first
photonic-bandgap antennas able to operate
at sub-millimetre wavelengths. At the same

time, several other researchers

were

working at ESTEC on similar topics and
the potential synergy did not go unnoticed.
'We noted thol lhe tolol result would be lorger thon

the sun of the individuol ports. This eventuolly led to

the idea of providing

o

more solid fronework for

collohorolion,' soys ESA\ Peter De Moogl, one

of

the

originslots of the Storfiger ideo.

Elsewhere.

selection was required: from 30 eligible

'As the SlorTiger leon oilenpted to conhine
in their infonry it wss tleor thot they
needed to overclne slme dlunling tosks olong the

applicants,

woy,'soys (hris lllonn, RALfeom tesder.'fhe nemhers

l6

suitable programmatic

framework for the project was falling into
first version of the ESA

were invited to an assessment weekend, on
the 27 and 28 April, at a hotel near the
planned 'home' for the StarTiger team.
In addition to the interviews and several

selection tests including personality,
mental and physical awareness, as well as
technical skills testing - it was important

during this weekend

to

compliant

highly promising technology -

the

StarTiger project was also appropriate

because of what it offered in terms of a
potential new way of performing
technology R&D. The project was
therefore presented at the Space

Technology Innovation Workshop held on
6-7 September 2001 in Copenhagen,

Denmark. The following month ESA's
Industry Policy Committee (IPC) approved
the pilot project and the hunt for the best
scientists and engineers to work on it
began.

An advertisement was published in the
March 2002 issue of the science

2l

magazine'Nature', as well as on its web
site. On 2

Apil,

an article announcing the

project and the recruitment campaign was
published on the ESA web portal and an
extensive e-mail campaign was begun.
With the tight deadline imposed by the
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pushing the

linit.'

The R&D 'race'began on 5 June 2002 with
the goal to achieving aterahertz image of a
human hand within four months.

Although many options existed for a pilot
project, the terahertz imager was chosen
primarily because such a technology

possible, all other commitments. The
multi-disciplinary research team finally

of I 1 scientists

simply did not exist but was highly
of the StarTiger
'colour' sub-millimetre-wave imager has

desirable. Development

and

integrated such innovative technological

technical specialists from seven European
countries France, Germany, Ireland, Italy,

areas as planar antenna technology, planar

of the Technology

on the technology side -

present stole-of-the-ort technology

chonce

familiarize

StarTiger. Everyone had to be able to
concentrate 100% on the project for four
months and to 'forget', as far as humanly

Kinedom.

because it was to demonstrate a unique and

for their expertise lnd

work together, so we hod the best

The lmoger

Technology Master Plan had been issued in
2000 and among the directives set was one

allocate 50%

were hondpkked

and the special working demands of

Netherlands, Spain and

Research Programme (TRP) budget to
'innovative/prospective technologies'. To
serve this innovation policy properly, a
whole new set of approaches was being
proposed and implemented. Not only

technologies still

everyone with the engineering tasks ahead

place. The

to

candidate

scientists and engineers

selected consisted

a

to

lhe nkro-nochined
duol-hequenty leedhorn orroy

the

United

detector technology, micro-machining
technology, photonic band-gap materials
and miniaturised back-end electronics.

Previous attempts at making an imager

for the terahertz frequency range have
primarily been based on waveguide-based
technology and assembled from discrete
elements, making them bulky. Cost also
restricts the maximum number of pixels

Micro-machining technology had been
investigated through ESA funding.

It

had

proved possible using Micro Electro

sides

of a thin wafer of silicon, by a
of lithographic processing

combination

Mechanical System (MEMS) fabrication
techniques to produce micro-machined

and plasma etching. Silicon layers are then
built up so that the lines form a 'wood pile'
structure, with the spacing between the

structures for the first time and at very low

grooves determining

available with this approach. Recent
advances in lithography and micro-

cost.

frequency.

machining offered the potential for making

silicon-based and can be machined in very
much the same way. Instead of absorbing
the terahertz radiation as a semiconductor
normally does, it reflects it and focuses it
onto the detector elements. This is done by
making short parallel grooves on both

a much larger, truly

two-dimensional

imaging array. Such an approach greatly
simplifies manufacture and assembly and
enables a much larser scientific
throughput.

The photonic band-gap material is

fhe ilicon wofer
wilh

its

nkro-

nochined
'wood-pile'
STUCIUe

the

operating

Both technologies can be used together

to

integrate the active devices

in the

complete imaging front-end. The single-

pixel demonstrator focuses the radiation
onto oscillators, mixers, amplifiers and
detectors all embedded in the silicon. A 32
x 32 pixel image is built up using moving

mirrors to scan radiation from different
parts ofthe object across the sensor.
The StarTiger terahertz image demonstrator operates at 0.25 and 0.3 THz. By
responding to natural submillimetre waves
at these two frequencies, it can discriminate

between materials with different transmission and reflection properties, effectively

creating two colours.

tour Months in fie Moking
Two core matters that had to be settled

before starting the activity were

the

question of Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) and the criteria for success. An IPR
agreement was drawn up to facilitate the
free exchange of ideas and technical
information needed to foster an innovative

and collaborative environment.

The

contract was also driven by the need for the
fair treatment of all participants in order to
ensure sound multidisciplinary teamwork.
The approach chosen was that the eleven
team members would be the co-owners of

any invention made during the work
within the framework of
StarTiger, allowing them to protect
inventions by patenting or another form of

undertaken

IPR in accordance with applicable laws. As
the host institute, RAL is entitled to a free,
non-exclusive and irrevocable licence to
use and copy the information resulting
from the prqect for its own needs in the
field of space research and technology and
their space applications, without the right

to

grant sub-licences. ESA and

the

Member States are entitled to a free of
charge, non-exclusive, irrevocable licence
to use the invention for their own purposes
the field
space research and

in

of

eso
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technology and their space applications
and are allowed to grant sub-licences for
these purposes within the territories of the
Member States.
Secondly, criteria had to be defined to
measure the (expected) success of the
project, and to provide a clear, simple and

undisputable
outcome.

If

way of

assessing the

the capture of a

passive

terahertz image of a hand was the criterion

defining technical

-

and consequently

project - success, the team had been
provided with a technical achievement

problems. Whilst this system - dubbed the

'conservative approach' - was being
designed and built, in parallel the team
would study possible options for the final
'advanced approach'. The team also
quickly identified the critical technology
needed to meet the fifth level of success,
namely a low-loss phase shifter. Parallel
development plans were drawn up in order
to succeed in this area. The team also
worked in parallel on photonic band-gap
electronics, bolometer arrays and novel
fabrication technoloeies.

Among the other new technologies
demonstrated was the world's first active
photonic band-gap component, designed
using finite-element analysis and built in
just 16 days. The team also demonstrated
novel room-temperature bolometers, and
the key new technology needed to enable
electronic scanning

at

sub-millimetre

wavelengths, namely an electronic phase
shifter. The details of some of these items
have to remain confidential for the time
being for patent reasons. However, the fact
that five patent applications are in process

scorecard range of 1-5. The conservative
approach would result in the minimum
success achievement of l, whilst a fully

electronically scanned system would
of5.
The following five items had to be

receive a score

progressed from a design on paper to
hardware realisation:
- the micro-machined room-temDerature
detector
the
- two-colour micro-machined waveguide array
- the photonic band-gap mixer
the two-dimensional array
- the electronically scanned array.
The last three items were thought to be

pretty much unattainable given the time
scale, but everything was now in place and

StarTiger could start.
Key to the StarTiger principle was the
bringing together of a team from several
different backgrounds, including chemistry,
material science, lithography, physics, as
well as RF design. Consequently, many of
them had never even heard of terahertz
technology before, but it was hoped - and
subsequently shown - that such a broad
range of experience would provide
different approaches to the problem and
thus enable innovative solutions. To speed
up the team-building process, they spent

the first weekend surfing and cliffclimbing together, but also that weekend
devised their basic stratesv for the task
ahead!

They decided to split their approach into

two phases. Initially they would build

a

system relying on conventional mechanical

scanning technology to enable an early
demonstration and uncover any underlying
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The team worked extremely hard,
achieving many successes and also
overcoming many difficulties. Morale was
kept high by the constant successes, but

also by persevering with attempts to
overcome seemingly impossible challenges.

They made use of mobile telephones in
more ways than one - not only were they

to communicate quickly across the
site, but the latest miniature electronic

used

components developed for the mobile
industry were exploited to build some of
the hardware

!

is a good indicator of the

degree of

innovation that has taken place under the
StarTiger umbrella.
After four months of intensive work, and
right on schedule, the StarTiger team
presented its results at ESA/ESTEC on
25 October 2002. The team had indeed
successfully built an image demonstrator
and had managed to capture the world's
first picture ar 0.25 and 0.3 terahertz of a
human hand !
Alive ond Kicking: The PotenfiolApplicotions

The first image was captured six weeks

The unique properties of terahertz waves

of the project using the
conservative system. Not surprisingly, a
great shout went up when it appeared on

numerous, as yet unforeseen space and
non-space R&D applications based on

before the end

can undoubtedly pave the way for

the computer screen. However, the greater
task, namely to capture a colour terahertz
image with an aftay of sixteen detectors,

The use of optical-wavelength focalplane arrays (e.g. CCDs) in imaging

was still to be achieved in the time remainins.

applications for astronomy, high-resolution

their colour-imaging capability.

still and video cameras, star trackers, etc.,
within both the
defence and civilian sectors. Detection
has become commonplace

systems capable of high-resolution imaging

in the millimetre and

sub-millimetre

wavelength region are

still far

less

common. due to technical difficulties and

with the
of arrays with sufficient

perceived costs associated
development

sensitivity. Even if much still remains to be
done before a terahertz camera flies in
space, the StarTiger image demonstrator
has definitely broken down many of the
intervening barriers.

Cosmology, the science

of how the

Universe formed and is now evolving, has

of the richest fields of
experimental research. It has been

become one

discovered that there are very many small

variations

in the cosmic microwave

background and that these form the
fingerprints of what happened in the very
early stages of the Universe. The precise
shape and intensify of these temperature
variations can be determined accurately by
combining millimetre and sub-millimetre
wave measurements.

Space astronomy observations at submillimetre wavelengths will also open up a
virtually unexplored part of the electromagnetic spectrum that cannot be well
observed from the ground. This could help
answer some of the big questions as to how

stars and galaxies formed in the early
Universe, and how they are continuing to
form.
In the area of Earth environmental
monitoring too, there are several very
important processes taking place in the
atmosphere that deserve our attention, not
least the greenhouse effect and ozone

depletion. There

is an ever-growing

awareness of the possible detrimental
effects of man's activities on climate. Submillimetre wave frequencies can be used to
obtain important data for studies of ozonedepletion mechanisms, while millimetrewave frequencies can focus on exchanges
between the troposphere and stratosphere,
providing very useful complementary
information for global-change studies.

Apart its uses lor space missions. a
terahertz imager also has considerable
potential for non-space applications. In the

www.eso.int
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field for example, terahertz
imaging is fast being recognised as a
totally new diagnostic technique. It can
provide an X-ray-like image without the
use of harmful radiation. Terahertz waves
may also be able to investigate the
medical

uppermost layers of skin, making the early

detection of skin cancers an exciting
possibility. Several such non-space
applications were anticipated before the
start of the project, but numerous others
popped up somewhat unexpectedly during
the team's ongoing work.
Media-wise, StarTiger received unusually

large coverage for an R&D activity.
Articles were published on numerous web
sites, in the specialist press, in leading
scientific magazines (Science, New
Scientist) and in daily newspapers (Die

Zeit, Sunday Telegraph, NRC Handelsblad). This media coverage generated
many requests for information about the
use of terahertz waves in such non-space

fields as: dental imaging,

antique

authentication, antipersonnel-mine detection,

airport security and aircraft visibility in
poor conditions. Others ideas put forward
included the checking of how injuries are
heeling under surgical bandages, as well as
a system for the automatic detection of
chemical and biological postal threats for
which the exact frequency to be used will
have to be established but the demonstrator

has already shown promising results when
used to see through books.

With such

Photonic band-gap mixer: 100%

-Two-dimensional array: technology
route identified

-

The next step would be to develop

A

already been demonstrated.
to be built around
scanned electronically.

and efficiency of the approach

and

achieving technical success namely the

imaging of a human hand - six weeks
before the deadline. Success in terms of
the five criteria established at the outset
was rated as follows:

-

Micro-machined room-temperature
detector: 100%
Two-colour micro-machined wavesuide
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for development, the
StarTiger approach brings the future closer
to the present, which is something that

to

should not be overlooked.

ESA

is now working on continuing

StarTiger through other projects. In order
not to stifle the innovation dimension, they
might not all follow the route traced out by
the pilot project. But before deciding, all

The network-building capability of of them should be confronted with

the

A

invaluable lessons learned through this

European
engineers and scientists was created, the
members of which have acquired
substantial insight into each other's fields
of expertise. As a result, the team could
now confidently tackle problems in areas

first, pioneering undertaking. The
challenges to be overcome in order for

StarTiger was also extremely interesting.

unrelated

of

to terahertz imaging. Also,

a

network now exists whereby someone
from the team either knows the answer or
knows someone who doesl
The media coverage generated
equivalent to more than 650 kEuros of paid
advertising space - was unexpectedly high

and portrayed space technology

array'.90Yo
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system

demonstrate that the beam can indeed be

multi-disciplinary team
The StarTiger pilot project has proved very
successful, clearly validating the relevance

an

electronically scanned array, for which the
key component the phase shifter - has

a compact terahertz imager is clearly very
much in line with ESA's policy of serving
Europe's citizens.

From a planning point of view, with the

short time-scale

technology demonstrated.

would need

The Woy Aheod

good people.

Electronically scanned array'. key

wide-ranging potential
applications, therefore, the development of

forward-looking and dynamic. It also gave
StarTiger the high profile needed to recruit

as

StarTiger to succeed were very high and
in order to maintain
To
excellence.
build on the unique
opportunity that StarTiger has provided, it
is essential to keep the pioneering spirit
alive, remembering that people are at the
heart of every such success, and to

need to remain so

encourage a sense of enthusrasm.
The StorTiger slory conlinues

!
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Legol Deporlmenl, [SA, Poris

SA's former policy on Intelleclual
Propertl Rights tlPRt. adopted in
'1989. ourlined in broad rerms lhe
general objectives of the Agency with
respect to rules on information and data

1-f
|l-{

emanating from the work

of its staff

and

contractors. and obtained from
experiments carried out with payloads
flown within the framework of the
Agency's programmes. In addition, it
covered issues associated with the transfer

of

technologies outside ESA's Member
States and the orotection of information.

The main emphasis was on:

-

the public interest, by providing free
access to ESA-funded information and
data to Member States and their nationals,
and

the dissemination of scientific data.

The former rules were designed to
encourage the development of industrial
entities by widening the circulation of
information and data. Thc objectives of the
1989 policy did not, however, tackle the
full spectrum of intellectual property, nor

eso
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Acess Rights for Fully funded Conlrotls
Inlormotion, Dolo ond lnlellectuol Properly

Bockground Informotion ond Dofo

resuhing directly from o conlro(l
Beneficiories

Access ond Use

Access ond Use

ESA

.

o

Free of rhorge for lhe execulion of on ESA progromme

In lhe fromework of on ESA progromme, lo
ochieve conlrocl purpose 0r for reprodurfion rights.
No disseminofion wilhoul o prior 0greemenl

Porlicipoling

o tree of

Sloles

.

chorge when porlicipoling in on ESA progromme

Fovouroble condifions for

.

In lhe fromework of on ESA progromme, lo

o(hieve (onlrod purpose. No oaes for olher

fieir own publir requiremenls

purp0ses.

Persons ond

.

Bodies under

o Morkel condilions for ony olher

Free of rhorge when porlicipoling in on ESA progromme

In lhe fromework of on ESA progromme, l0

o(hieve (onlro(l purpose. No oaes for olher

use

Jurisdiction

ftienlifk

o

purp0ses.

.

o In lhe fromework of on

Free of chorge for srienlific use only

ESA

progromme, l0

Reseorrh

orhieve controcl purpose. No occes for other

lnslilulions

purp0ses.

did it reflect the evolution in intellectual
at international level.
Moreover, many of the goals of the 1989
policy were not realized. because the

activities had moved from the purely
scientific domain to include applications
in several strategic fields.

-the willingness to encourage Contractors
to use and exploit the technology that

industrial entities were not encouraged by
the free-access approach to exchange the

ESA's Council adopted this new
'Resolution on the Rules concerning

To achieve these objectives - and without

technologies being developed.
Consequently, in May 2000 the Member
States asked ESA's Executive, with the
support ofa group ofexperts nominated by
the Agency's Administrative and Finance
Committee (AFC), to rethink the Agency's

lnformation, Data and Intellectual Property'

property rights

overall policy on lnformation. Data and
Intellectual Propcrty.
The revision of the rules carried out in

2001 was based on the following
fundamentals:

Moin Principles
E,SA's role in

.

Inforrnation and Data Policy, as foreseen
by Article III of the Convention, is to strike

developed under an ESA contract.

industry. The drivers for the new policy
were therefore based on:

which

the awareness that in the new environment

for

eso
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significant modulation of
rights of access to lnformation and Data
and Use of Tntellectual Property for results
has introduced a

the appropriate balance between the public
interest and the interests ofEuropean space

adequately protect the technology so as
to enhance the competitiveness and
economic and social growth of industrial
entltles;
the need to accompany the allocation of
public funds to R&D by proper measures
to protect the results and attract additional

awareness of the increased value of
space technology because space-rclated

deviating from the principle that ownership
ol the results should be vested with the
Contractor - the new policy has identified
the differenl types of Agency intervention
in the development ofnew technologies and

the management of its

worldwide recognition of the need to

public or private investments; and

56

in December 2001

has been developed under ESA contract.

conducting space activities, the

With respect to the previous policy,
in most cases provided for free
access to Information, Data and Use of
Intellectual Property developed by
Contractors, the proposed new policy

principles contained in the former policy
mainly the free access to ESA-funded
infbrmation and data by Member States
and their nationals - were no longer

foresees the following:

appropnate;
the wish to make ESA an attractive and

Information and Data and use of

reliable partner for industry without
putting an additional burden on the

ESA contract to:

Contractors;

(i) For contracts fully funded by E,SA, thc
Contractor should grant access to
Intellectual Property developed under an

ESA, Participating States and their
nationals under free-access conditions

Informotion, Doto ond Intelleduol Propeny

Borkground Infornotion ond Dolo

resulting direttly fiom 0 controct
Benefidodes

Arress ond Use

tsA

o

Acress ond Use

Free of chorge for Agencyt own requiremenls

0nly for o given proiect with wriflen
0greemenf ond non-disseminotion obligolion

Porticipoting

o

Sfotes

Under condifions reflecfing the conlrodor! finonciol

Fovouroble condifions for c given tSA proiecl

porliripolion when porlicipoting in on tSA progr0mme

in which il is porlidpoting

o Morkef rondifions for ony olher
Persons ond
Bodies under

Judsdiction

-

o

Under condiilons reflecfing

fie ronlrodort finonciol

porfiripotion when porlicipoting in on tSA pr0gr0mme

o Morket conditions for ony other

for the Agency's own requirements (i.e.
for ESA's own programmes);
Participating States under favorable
conditions for their own public requirements;

-

use

any other third party under market
conditions.

(ii) For contracts partially funded by ESA,
the Contractor should grant access to
Information and Data and use of

Agency's programmes remain unchanged.

Nevertheless, since the rules apply to
programmes that differ in nature and
scope, in the kind ofdata produced, and in
the kind of users of the said data, the new
policy distinguishes three main situations:
- when a payload is financed and flown

within the framework of an Agency

-

and benefits from an Agency flight

reflecting the Contractor's financial

any other third party under market

As far as ESA's staff are concerned, the
main principles of the former policy
relating to ownership, access and use
remain unchanged. However, since the
scope of the new policy is wider in terms

of the form of IPR legal protection

(targeting protection not only by patents
but also by trademarks, industrial design
copyright, etc.), the work of ESA's own
staffalso benefits from this enlarsement in
scope.

Finally, the main principles concerning

programme or activity, it is fortheAgency
to define the access policy in accordance
with the Council's principles;
when apayload is financed by a provider

opportunity, it is again for the Agency to

participation;
conditions.

use

ownership, access and use of results
relating to payloads flown within the

Intellectual Property developed under an
ESA contract to:
- ESA under free-access conditions for
the Agency's own requirements;
- Participating States under conditions

Fovouroble condifions for o given tSA proiea

in whlch il is porticipoting

-

define the access policy in accordance
with the Council's principles;
in cases other than the two described
above, the ownership, access and use of
the data should be assessed having regard

to the Agency's

and other parties,
technical, scientific and economic
rnterests in the flight of the payload.

Moin ftoroclerislics

The adoption of the new policy didn't
entail amending Article III of the ESA
Convention.

It di4 howeveq lead to a

necessary identification

of

Member States, and third parties.
As we have seen, the main changes with
respect to the former policy concern
Contractor-developed Intellectual Property
and are designed to encourage Contractors
to protect their research and technology
results by Intellectual Property titles and to
develop an active licensing policy in order
to promote effective exploitation.
The Council Resolution requested that
the Director General submit for its
approval the amended provisions of the
legal instruments necessary to implement

these Rules. The new policy's main
changes with respect to Contractordeveloped Intellectual Property also

of the

General

Clauses and Conditions of ESA Contracts.

This exercise is currently beins carried
out.

@osa

territories of Member States by Contractors

or by ESA; (b) the protection of

of the R&D

results with respect to the financial
participation and interests of ESA, its

require modification
As with the former version, two distinct
Chapters of the new policy are dedicated
to: (a) the transfer of results outside the

of the conditions

access, use and disclosure

the

information held by the Agency. The main
principles applicable to the above remain
unchanged.
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- A Potential Hazard for
I

nterplanetary and Earth-Orbiting

Spacecraft

Morkus Londgrof, Ruediger

lehn

& Walter Flury
Mission Anolysis ()ffice, ESA Direclorote for

Iechnicol ond 0perotionol Supporl,

Earth-orbiting spacecraft. Therefore, as
ESA builds up its fleet of research and

ESO[, Dormstodl, Germony

Voleri Dikorev & Eherhord Griin
Mox-Plonck-lnstituf

fijr

lnlroduclion
Meteoroids, the millimetre-sized particles
that cause the spectacular streaks of light
that regularly zip across the night sky, can
seriously damage interplanetary as well as

Kernphysik,

aft in orbit, it

the risk of colliding with a meteoroid. The
ESA Meteoroid Model contains these

measurements as a database, and links
these data points with a physical model of
the distribution of meteoroids in the Solar
System. Quantifiing the risk in this manner
takes us half of the way to avoiding it!

is

these Mefeoroids
SPOte
meteoroid
potential
nsk posed to

Trovellers

in

Inlerplonetory

Y space is Pervaded bY
more than a tenth of a
meteoroids
Interplanetary missions like Rosetta
with an average of one
across,
millimetre
meteoroid
Mars Express will encounter a

Heidelberg, Germony

lnterplanet

and

environment that is quite different from the such particle in every 500 cubic kilometres
one that we know from near-Earth space. of space at the Earth's distance from the
However, observations of meteors, Sun (which averages 149 591 900 km and
astronomical measurements, and detectors is defined as I Astronomical Unit or AU).
on earlier interplanetary spacecraft have Sporadic (non-streaming) meteoroids
siven us much of the data needed to predict constitute the bulk of the particulate matter
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in interplanetary

space. They are spread
over vast regions, stretching from the close
vicinity of the Sun to the Kuiper Belt and

beyond. Meteoroids are being continually
shed from the asteroids and comets of our
Solar System as these collide with each
other and as the Sun evaoorates their
volatile components. The most dramatic
large-scale producers

of

meteoroids are the

Our knowledge of the makeup of expect to hit our
these questions,

with the dominant minerals being the

Meteoroid Model, which provides us with
reliable information on the meteoroid
environment based on the latest available
data and physical modelling.

olivines and pyroxenes already known on
Earth. but they also contain organic
components. They therefore exhibit a wide

of material densities, with the
I gram/cmr. Al typical

active comets like Halley and Hale-Bopp.
Their visible dust tails consist mostly of
micron- (one thousandth of a millimetre)
sized grains that leave the Solar System
quickly on hyperbolic trajectories. Most of

range

the mass lost by comets and asteroids,
howeveq goes into grains with sizes of

Any object in space, be it a sophisticated
weather satellite or an astronaut taking part

between one tenth of a millimetre and one
millimetre, which are not as visible. On the

spacecraft? To answer

a detailed study was

meteoroids has come mainly from the
collection by high-flying aircraft of grains
that have entered the Earth's atmosphere.
They have a mainly stony composition,

average being

encounter speeds above 30 000 km/h,

meteoroid

of any density can

a

cause

considerable local damage.

in an EVA (Extra-Vehicular Activity),

is

other hand, these grains are here to stay,
and they orbit the Sun with enormous
speeds - around 30 km/s in the case of a

exposed to the risk of a meteoroid impact.
We therefore have to protect ourselves and
our equipment from that risk by using
shielding. But how much shielding is

circular near-Earth orbit.

needed and how many meteoroids can we

performed at the Max-Planck Institute for
Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg. The result

is an updated version of the ESA

Ihe Meleoroid Hozord

How do we know that meteoroids
damage spacecraft? One excellent source
of proof is ESA's European Retrievable
Carrier (Eureca), which was brought back
to Earth by the Space Shuttle (flight STS97) in 1993 after 10 months in low Earth
orbit. From Eureca we know that
meteoroid impacts cause structural
damage as well as surface degradation.
Serious structural damage occurs when
relativelv larse meteoroids break essential
parts ofthe spacecraft structure, for

example struts and springs.

il

Smaller meteoroids typically cause
surface degradation by cratering
the exposed surface and thus
changing its optical and thermal
propertles.

The accompanying photograph
shows

a piece of the betacloth

blanket from Eureca that

has

been penetrated by a meteoroid.
Betacloth is a composite material

of Teflon and fibreglass,
which is normally used as a
protection against meteoroid
impacts. The projectile that
penetrated it in this case was
sufficiently fragmented by the
impact that it could not penetrate
made

much further into the spacecraft's
structure. However, this example
also shows that the integrity of
protective layers will be degraded
over time as more and more of the
material is destroyed. Some recent
minor damage to the X-ray detector

of ESAs XMM telescope has also
been linked to a possible meteoroid

lmpact.
Hole

in o hetotloth blonket (leflon+osled, woven fihregloss') from the Europeon Relrievoble
due

www eso.int

to

the

hnier

strwture of the noteriol ond there ore
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signs
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These examples demonstrate that
understanding the meteoroid environment
is not only important when designing
spacecraft, but also for planning the
operations of their scientific payloads.
Optically active surfaces like the mirrors

lenses of cameras are extremely
sensitive to surface degradation. They are
also difficult to protect from meteoroid
impacts because they need a free field of

or

view for observation.

In addition to the direct effects of a
meteoroid impact, there are also more
subtle, indirect consequences. The highly
energetic impact event creates a small
cloud of charged particles, which can
disturb electrical systems onboard the
spacecraft. The failure of ESAs Olympus
spacecraft on I I August 1993 was
attributed to such a disturbance. The
failure of solar cells of the Hubble Space
Telescope has also been linked to a
discharge avalanche, which could have
been started by a meteoroid impact.
Predicting

fte

Risk

The ESA Meteoroid Model is a statistical

model

of meteoroids

originating from

comets and asteroids that is based on the
physics of their release and distribution. It
is constrained by data from ground-based
observations as well as spacecraft data. It
can be used to predict the rate at which
meteoroids between one micrometre and a
few centimetres in size can be expected to
hit spacecraft travelling in the region of
space between 0.1 and l0 AU from the
Sun.

lleteoroid envionnent
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can be detected by radars. In addition to
the meteor observations themselves, an
important source of data are astronomical
observations of the heat radiated by the
meteoroids in space.
As the data obtained from Earth-bound
measurements do not provide the full
picture of the meteoroid population, data

that circle the Sun outside the Earth's orbit.

Equipped both with the data on
meteoroids in interplanetary space and the
physical model

of their

distribution

mechanisms, the ESA Meteoroid Model is

well-suited to predicting the risk to any
spacecraft mission venturing into the Solar
System between 0.1 and 10 AU.

from detectors onboard interplanetary
spacecraft like Ulysses have also to be The Risk to ESA Missions
used to constrain the model predictions. Whilst any space mission is at risk from
However, all of the available data still meteoroids, missions on long transfer
covers only a relatively short period of trajectories are especially vulnerable.
time and a small fraction of interplanetary
space. To predict the risk for future

missions. therefore.

we need an

underpinning physical model of the
distribution in our Solar System of

so-called Poynting-Robertson drag. Close
encounters with giant planets affect mainly
large meteoroids, Jupiter's strong gravity

eso

neteorc'ids

osteroids, rcnels, ond

close encounters with massive planets, and
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dktrihutions of

:interstellar

the interslellor nediun

particles larger than 1 micron between the
orbits of Venus and Mars - a statistical

meteoroids less than a millimetre across.

:from comets

10-6

meteoroids produced by two mechanisms:

Earth-bound observations.
Observations of meteors in the night sky
are important because the meteoroids
involved in their formation are a few
millimetres in size. the same size range
that can be dangerous for spacecraft.
Fainter meteors, which are caused by

dioneter. fhe size

sowrcs ue shown:

Since the number of such meteoroids is
- there are of the order of 10r5

is from

funttion of meteoroid

.-....... : from asteroids

rc-2

so enormous

description of their distribution in space
and velocity can be used. However, this
statistical description is only as good as
the data that constrains it, most of which

oftheEoilh oso

'total

ESA's Mars Express and Rosetta scientific
missions are good examples in this respect.

Both will be flying close to the ecliptic

plane

of the

planets from the Earth

outwards. While Mars Express will be
exposed to meteoroids spiralling in from

the asteroid belt as well as cometary
grains, Rosetta will be exposed mostly to
grains from comets or even more remote
and exotic sources like the Kuiper Belt and

field being particularly efficient in the Interstellar Medium. Earth-orbiting
dramatically changing their orbits. spacecraft, on the other hand are mainly
Popting-Robertson drag is a much more
subtle physical phenomenon, caused by the
asymmetric re-emission of sunlight by the

meteoroids. Over tens of thousands of
years, it makes the meteoroids spiral in
towards the Sun. This means that here on

exposed to cometary meteoroids, as can be
seen in the accompanying figure.

The ESA Meteoroid Model allows us to
assess the risk for Mars Express and
Rosetta. Because these missions will be

meteoroids

crossing interplanetary space, the meteoroid
environment will change as they progress.

originating from the asteroid belt between
Mars and Jupiteq as well as from comets

The accompanying diagrams show the rate
(impacts per square metre per second) of

Earth we can expect

impacts on the spacecraft along the
transfer trajectory of two sizes of
meteoroids: relatively large ones of I mm

meteoroid impacts every day. This high

diameter and much smaller ones of I
micron. In both cases, the impacts of small
meteoroids are more than one million
times more frequent than those of large

small size of the impacting particles. It is
the I mm sized particles that can seriously

meteoroids.

In the case of Mars Express it can be
seen that. while

the flux of

small

meteoroids decreases as the spacecraft
journies further away from the Sun, the
flux of large meteoroids increases. This
can be explained by the large concentration

of small meteoroids close to the Sun. This
concentration also creates what is called
the 'false sunset'or zodiacal light, which is

number of impacts does not put
spacecraft at risk, however, due to

damage the spacecraft, but they are so
much rarer that there is only a 3o/o chance
of such a particle hitting the 3 m2 body of
the spacecraft. There is, however, about a
10% chance that a mm-sized meteoroid
will penetrate its solar panels. The flux of
mm-sized particles will actually increase
as the spacecraft approaches Mars,
because the dynamics of large meteoroids
cause them to stay close to their parent
bodies - in this case the asteroids of the
Mdn Belt, which lies just beyond the orbit

the light reflected off small meteoroids
close to the Sun that can sometimes be

of Mars.

with the naked eye. These
small meteoroids mainly affect the solar
panels which. with their I I m2 surface
area. will suffer 100 micron-sized-

(onrlusion

seen after sunset

the
the

We know from hardware brought back
earlier from space that the risk faced by
soacecraft from meteoroids is real. The

heavily pitted surfaces of Eureca and the
shattered solar cells of the Hubble Space
Telescope bear witnesses to the harsh
meteoroid environment in Earth orbit.
From measurements in interplanetary
space, we know that there too one has to
expect meteoroid impacts, but luckily the
most prolific meteoroids are very small
and the bigger ones much less abundant.
Nevertheless, when designing a mission it
is important to consider the meteoroid
environment in which the spacecraft will
actually fly and special care needs to be
taken for missions that will cross the

asteroid belt, where the number of
millimetre-sized meteoroids is exoected to
be much higher.
Both Mars Express and Rosetta have just
a few percent probability of being
damaged by a millimetre-sized meteoroid.
Future ESA missions will fly into very
different meteoroid environments. The

mission BepiColombo mission to Mercury,
for example, can expect to
encounter a very large number of

small meteoroids, as these
concentrated close

are

to the Sun.

Other scientific missions like
LISA and Dar-win will spend a
long time in interplanetary space

and must therefore also

be

carefully analysed for meteoroid
impact risk.

If

we design our

spacecraft

properly using the environmental

models available at ESA, we
can fly safely in interplanetary
space. Then we can enjoy the
more pleasant consequences of

meteoroids

in the form

zodtacal light or

the light

orbital path of a

comet.

of

shows
that they bring to our skies when
the E,arth passes through the

lleteoroid flux (inpocts per squorc nelre per seond) on the llorc txpres spoceusfl
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lntroduction

Informolion Syslems Deporlmenl,

The evolution of ESA's corporate wide-

requirements by providing a new network
infrastructure that ensures minimal cost

Direclorole of Administrotion,

area communications network, known as

per unit of traffic exchanged, whilst still

ESA

ESRIN,

Froxoti, ltoly

ESACOM,

is driven today by

two

seemingly competing factors: the need to
keep the IT/communications costs within
reasonable bounds. and the ever-increasing

user demand for network bandwidth and
performance, as new network computing
paradigms emerge to support the Agency's
business processes. The challenge faced by
ESA's lnformation Systems Department is

therefore
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to

resoond

to both of

these

delivering the quality and performance
levels required by the customers, and by
integrating the different communications
services to derive maximum benefit from
their inherent synergies.

The fact that by nature ESA is

a

distributed organization with a presence in
many of its 15 Member States, but with a
working environment in which its business

activities are not constrained

bv

the

of its resources (staff,
knowledge bases, support facilities,
partners), imposes the adoption of a netphysical locations

worked enterprise organisational model,
based on a powerful, flexible, state-of-theart communications infrastructure: the
ESACOM Information Highway. The new
ESA corporate wide-area network therefore

supports

all of the Agency's

corporate

communications services for voice, video,
and data via a single converged infra-

The ESAC0M Informotion Highwoy's Core Services

-

Inlronel: Inlerronneclions

between fhe four moin ESA esfoblishments (ESA H0, ESIE(, tS()C

ond ESRIN) ond siles where [5A hos o permonenl presen(e, such os

(enlre

fte

Europeon Aslronoul

(EAC in Cologne), the ESA ground slotions (Redu ond Vihpo), ond severol

ofier

siles

where [5A hos permonenl offices (Bruseh, Toulouse, Woshinglon, lt4oscow, Slor (ily, Kourou,
Aslrium-Bremen, ond ATV-Les Mureoux)

-

[xlronet

proiecl*perifk nelwork communifies, i.e.

fie

Eorlh 0bservolion ond Envisol

PDS

neMorks, inlerconnecling focilities ot porlner siles

-

Voke over lP:

services for inlernolionol voire lelephony for

fie

moin [5A estoblishmenr

ond Vihpo

structure.

-

fte ESA(0M Highwoy
The history of the earlier provision of data
wide-area connectivity to ESA via an all-

The Rood ro

inclusive outsourcing contract in place
since the mid-1990s, based on X.25,
Decnet, and TCP-IP protocols, was well
documented in ESA Bulletin No. 95 in

Video over lP: servkes for

ISA-Io-ESA studio-bosed videoconferenring for lhe moin ESA

esloblishmenls

-

Inlernel: oaess fo fte lnlernel for 0ll ESA $off ond conlroclon

locoled ot fhe moin ESA

esloblishmenls

-

Remote Access: fo

ESA

corporole services for

ESA

home ond

tovelling

users worldwide.

begun looking into the further evolution of
ESACOM, as the contract with the existing

phase and an open tender action was due in

August 1998. Early in 1998,
Information

service provider was entering

its final

As a result, a nine-month study was

the
Systems Department had

2000 according to ESA's contractual rules.

lhe unenl lopology of the ESAC0lt lnformotion Highwoy

eso
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conducted in 1 999 to establish the basis for

the future strategy for ESACOM. This
study was performed by a consortium led

by Vitrociset, with the participation of
Cineca and Ernst & Youns.

The main outcomes of that study were:
the selection, as the preferred approach
for the future of the ESACOM, of the IP
(Internet Protocol) VPN (Virtual Private
Network) model
- the definition of the strategic objective
ofintegrating all ofthe different services,
data, voice and video, on a single, IPbased wide-area network

-

the proof that such an objective

was

technically viable, by demonstrating the
envisaged technologies in a prototype
envrronment

-

the business forecast that the services'
integration would also bring an economic
benefit, as supported by the answers to a
questionnaire that was sent to all of the
major international service providers at
the time.

In February 2000, an open Invitation to
Tender (ITT) was issued based on a
Statement of Work containing ESA's
identified requirements and preferred
strategic options along the lines described
above. This Statement of Work foresaw a
first phase with the implementation of the
data services (the ESACOM Intranet,

Extranet and Internet services, plus
Remote Access Service), followed by
second phase involving the integration

the voice and video

operating successfully for several months,
the next phase ofthe project (Phase-2) was
launched, covering the integration ofvoice

and video services. For this phase, the
industrial team was expanded to include
the switching-exchange (PABX) provider,

in

Europe.

Serco.

In

September 2001, when the new
Equant-provided data service had been
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ESACOM

for

the various integration options were
developed, showing the economic and

advanced

integrated services were investigated,
and estimates of future cost trends for

phase

technological viability of the integration
Moking o Slrotegic

ftoire

approach.

One of the project's key objectives was to
establish a converged network to respond

to the ever-increasing

demand for

communications capabilities and services
arising from both corporate and projectspecific requirements, whilst at the same
time complying with the strict budgetary
guidelines. The integration ofall corporate

telecommunications services within

a

single infrastructure and the consolidation
of project-specific services in the same
corporate service was identified as the way

-

Then, through the competitive ITT and
the subsequent awarding ofthe contract,
the convergence strategy could also be
defined in financial terms.

The cost objectives were identified in
terms of:

Minimisation of the unit cost for the
wide-area-network capacity for data
services, i.e. the guaranteed bandwidth
ofthe connectivity, by: aligning ESACOM
costs as much as possible with prevailing

lessons leornt
The tSA(0M Informolion Highwoy implemenlolion proiecl wos 0 (0mplex underhking involving

mony ployers ond ronslroinls. Afier ils successful rondusion, il is posible lo drow some imporlonl
lessons:

-

The selection of o $rofegic direclion ond

fie roreful preporolion of the ITI ore essenfiol to

delermine oll the subsequenl plonning ond exe(ufion phoses. The lP VPN model ond the
services inlegrolion bosed on oll-lP fechnology proved o winning choice, nowodoys being

implemenled in

fie

moiority of new nelwork projeds. Surh 0 sfolegy wos nol s0 rerognised

ol fie fime it wos emborked upon, ond not oll bidders were copoble of offering il.

-

The inveslmenl in

fte sfudy

phose ond

fie build-up of in-house knowledge on fie

lechnology ftrough the study ond prololyping rerloinly poid off ond ollowed the
conlroclors to esloblish 0 peerl0-peer relofionship wilh

fie

new

ESA

stoff ond

very speci0lised personnel of

fie

neMork provider.

-

ESAt role is becoming more ond more

fid

of o service oggregolor, os delermined by the

fiis proiecl, fie mosl rrilirol losk wos ftol of coordinoling ond focusing
fie vorious conlrocluol porlies lowords fie moin ESA obiectives of o smoofi implemenfolion
of fie new servires wilhin fte schedule ronshoinfs. This con only be ochieved when fie vorious
oulsourcing policy. In

Equant in August 2000. The implementation
and migration project (Phase-l) started in

September 2000, with the objective of
migrating the data connectivity of all 30
existing ESACOM sites by March 2001.
The project team included representatives
from ESA, Equant, Vitrociset/Terma and

of the

Information Highway study, the market

prior to releasing the servrce.

of

After a thorough technical and financial
evaluation, the contract was awarded to

Firstly, at the time

is presently in the final validation

The ITT resulted in the submission to
ESA of six proposals from the major
telecommunications operators

-

offerings and pricings

a

communications

had to be demonstrated.
A business-case analysis was therefore
conducted in two steps:

Alcatel. After careful pilot testing, the
voice service went live for the main ESA
sites in April 2002, while the video service

a

servlces.

to achieve that, but its economic viability

p0rli(ip0nls hove deor responsibililies ond roles, 0nd (0n (ounl 0n

fie full cooperolion

of

fieir

peers.

-

An esenfiol elemenl for su((ess wos
humon level, which brought

fie

fie rooperolive spiril fiol

could be estoblished ot

fie

engineers from differenl romponies ond locolions logefier

inlo o single leom. Their molivolion ond rommilmenl were fired moinly by

fie

chollenging ond

professionolly rewording losk of implemenling o new technology in o complex ond demonding

environmenl like

ESA.

market trends, but still within a stable
contractual framework according to ESA

4.50

rules; and exploiting the benefits of

4.00

consolidation of multiple services, thereby
taking advantage of economies of scale,

3.50

of

3.00

and greater
negotiating power with the service
sharing

resources,

2.50

providers.

2.00

Minimisation ol the unit and overall
costs for voice telephony and video-

1.50

conferencing on-demand services, in
order to provide an economically more

1.00

0.50

attractive service than was available from
the existing provider.

0.00
Evolution of

.*$60.$9o\.n$o."\"tl*g*r"ero.s&

Reoping the Benefits

As the accompanying graph confirms, the

for the new
ESACOM Information Highway are
clearly being achieved. At the outset in

already been negotiated. This has implied a
further reduction in costs since July 2002,

March 2001 when only the data service

which has been converted into additional

was implemented, the total running costs
of the new IP VPN service were almost at
the same level as for the previous service
contract, but the capacity was 2.5 times
higher, resulting in a dramatic 60% drop in
the cost per unit of bandwidth. Also, the
new network was sized from the start to
accommodate future traffic requirements.

bandwidth.

ESAflM lP

VPN

hpotity ond hsts

objectives that were set

In

to

these purely financial

Internet-based VPN for particular classes

advantages, the new converged network
has brought several less obvious, but
equally important benefits, including:

of service that can tolerate a lesser. or at
least less predictable, service level in

-

addition

the possibility

of

dynamically sharing
network resources between different
applications, whilst still ensuring priority

for the

The next important milestone was
achieved in April 2002, with the

and guaranteed service

operational introduction of the Voice over
IP service. The addition of this service,
together with the capacity increase to

exploitation of unused voice/video-class
service capacity on the Intranet links at
night for database replication traffic
a single interface to the network provider,

Video over IP and

other
services, raised the overall capacity to four
times the pre-2001 level, bringing a further
reduction in unit cost.
In addition, the new contract foresees a
accommodate

price-revision clause that requires the

to propose a price
reduction on an annual basis in line with
market trends, with the possibility also for
ESA to request an independent
benchmarking exercise. This ensures that
ESA will benefit from any competitive
pricing reductions, whilst at the same time
maintaining a stable relationship with its
existing service provider, which is
essential to ensure a reliable operational
service and to satisfy the Agency's own
specific requirements. In fact, after the
initial successful experience, an extension
service provider

beyond the initial contract duration has

www eso.int

the lnternet model with the guaranteed
quality and security that our customers
require. The mid-term perspective for
ESACOM foresees the addition of

critical ones; one example

most

is

the

which eases management tasks and
provides the opportunity to build a stable
and mutually beneficial relationship

- the possibility to

implement new
applications in the areas of multimedia
communication, unified messaging and
mobile computing, foreseen by ESA for
the near future.

exchange for significant cost savings. The

longer-term perspective, if confirmed by
the market trends and supporting

technological evolution,

merging

will be the

of the IP VPN

later

and Internet

backbones into a single class
enabled infrastructure.

of

service-
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-80"c

The ISO Data Centre's Active Archive Phase
activities (planned to last until end-2006)
continue to run smoothly. A new version (5.3)
of the Archive was released in December, with
enhanced capabilities for the Survey Products
viewer, which is now also used by the XMMNewton Science Archive. The ISO Data
Archive now has more than 1350 users. lt is
always busy, with between 50 and 100
downloads being made per month, accessing
typically 5% of the product content and with 20
to 30% of the usage coming from the USA.
Work on documentation continues well, with

the recent delivery of the Proceedings of the
Conference'Exploiting the ISO Data Archive lnfrared Astronomy in the Internet Age'held at
Siguenza (E) in June to ESA Publications

0peroling ol

.t t0"c

Drvision for printing and distribution (as ESA
SP-511). The legacy versions of the remaining

ISO Handbook volumes (|SOCAM and ISO)
are being finalised. lS0 continues to have a
significant presence in the refereed literature
also, with some 150 papers covering almost all
areas of aslronomy having appeared in 2002
alone. More than 900 refereed papers based

on ISO data have already been published.
Activities will now locus on implementing
selected projects leading to'Expert Reduced

The

Data'for ingestion into the ISO Data Archive.

spedrol ruponse

The first sets of systematically reduced data

of Xllll-Nevaon\

inproved

have already been captured, including a

Refledion Groting

spectral atlas

Sperlroneler

o1

over 300 stars.

(RGi-t ) by
operuting ol

-t

displayed at:
Operations continue to run smoothly. Almost

has been shipped. Version 1.5 of the XMM-

http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/external/xmm_news/it

Newton Science Archive (XSA) was

ems/cool ing02/index.shtml

successfully released as planned, in mid-

Preparations lor the upcoming orbit-

community.

no time has been lost recently due to

enhanced solar activity or the non-avarlability

t0'(

November, for use by the wide astronomical

of ground stations due to their use to support

maintenance manoeuvre and the next eclipse

launches. Following successful investigations

season, in February/March 2003, have been

into operating the onboard X-ray detectors at

finalised,

around -1 15"C instead of the previous -80"C,
the operational temperatures of most of them

Data processing and shipment is once again

have now been lowered. This step ameliorates

nominal following the interruption related to the

In March 2003, a new Call for Observing
Prooosals will be issued Jor the next 16
months of observing time, which are open
to all astronomers worldwide.

some of the effects of radiation damage

instrument cooling exercise mentioned above.

By the end of December, some 225 papers

caused by spending over 2.5 years in space.

More than 2300 observation seouences have

This is nicely illustrated by the results

been executed and the data for 2100 of these

based on XMM-Newton data had been
published in the refereed literature.
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llors Exprcss undeilut 0t lntespoce
in loulouse

(F)

:

The Mission Commissioning Results Review
in December concluded that the spacecraft
payload and ground segment have been
successfully commissioned and that in-orbit
performance complies with mission
specifications. The smooth in-orbit
commissioning has resulted in an expected
satellite lifetime of more than 5 years. The

finetuning and calibration of the scientific
instruments is expected to be completed by
end-March 2003.

The Rosetta spacecraft and ground segment
were ready for the opening of the launch
window on 13 January. However, as a result of
the launch postponement, decided upon jointly

This is the last in a long campaign of tests to

installed to allow the spacecraft to be operated

by Arianespace and ESA, the spacecraft is

demonstrate the spacecraft's ability to survive

remotely from ESOC in Darmstadt (D) for

now being defuelled and put into a non-

the launch and space environments. All results

training purposes. The Project team has also

hazardous state. Alternative mission scenarios

indicate that the spacecraft meets the design

inspected the Baikonur facilities and concluded

are being studied by all parties, with the aim of

re0urrements.

that the launch campaign can start in late
February 2003 as planned.

briefing the Science Programme Committee
(SPC) on the various options at the end of
February, with a view to a final decision being

taken at the Mav 2003 SPC.

A highly successful press event was held in
collaboration with Ferrari in early September,
when a small container holding some'Fenarired paint'was mounted on the spacecraft in
the presence of a very large group of media
reoresenlatives.

The spacecraft is currently in a special

Preparations for the launch campaign are in
full swing, in close co-operation with Starsem,

chamber at Intespace in Toulouse (F) to verify

the Russian launch-service provider. The

its insensitivity to electromagnetic radiation.

telecommunications facilities are beinq

Eilt(

test

thonber. lhe plune is visible due lo
Ihe exiled xenon (Xe+) ions: the
rcntrol

porl

shows

o

greenish light

(high-energy enksion), while the
ions tlose

progressed according to plan, with ESOC
being assigned time slots for remote
spacecraft operation to test some of its in-flight
proce0ures.

During the last months, the fully integrated
flighfmodel spacecraft has been undergoing

lhe SlilARTJ electrk-propulsion
thruster firing in the

The ground-segment preparation has

to the olhode, on the

system functional and performance testing at
ESTEC in Noordwilk (NL), followed by the
environmental test campaign (EMC, thermalvacuum and vibro-acoustic), all of which have
been completed successfully. The on-board

right, enit o rcddish glow (lower

software has also been subjected to extensive

energy). lhe white onnulor rcre is

verification testing. In December, an end-to-

where lhe plssno (Xe+ ond
generoted, noinloined ond
oueleroted

e)

is

end electric-propulsion test was successfully
performed in ESTEC's HBF-3 chamber,
commanding the engine to fire at diflerent
power levels, as will be needed during
SMART-1's flight. The engine performed
flawlessly.
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The Flight Acceptance Review (FAR) began

Further progress was made with the detailed

in December and will be concluded with a

definition of the accommodation for the two

Review Board meeting in mid-February.

spacecraft on an Ariane-S E/CA launcher

Parallel acceptance reviews are being held for

during a meeting with Arianespace in late

the electric-propulsion subsystem, procured

December.

directly by the Agency from SNECMA (F) and
integrated by the Swedish Space Corporation

Mission Operations Centre development

(S), and for the payload instruments, also
procured by the Agency and delivered as

activities at ESOC are going according to
plan, with the buildup of the Herschel/Planck

customer-furnished equipment. These reviews

MOC team who will be commandino the

will report to the Mission Acceptance Review

satellite from the ground.

to be held after the FAR.
Ground segment

The technical develooment of the scientific
instruments is generally proceeding as

Preparation of the Mission Control facilities at
ESOC (D) and the Science and Technology

planned, but financial problems are still
affecting progress.

Operation Co-ordination facility at ESTEC (NL)
is going according to plan. The simulation

Work has also continued on the Eddington

campaign has started at ESOC, with ESTEC

mission, which is to be integrated into the

and industry participation. The procedures now

existing ESA Herschel/Planck project structure

being finalised will be tested as part of the

and will make use of the recurring Herschel

second System Validation Test (SVT-2) in

spacecraft bus for which the Agency holds a

February 2003.

contractual option. The establishment of a

Launcher

consistent Herschel/PlancldEddington concept
has progressed both technically and

The spacecraftwill be ready for launch at the

financially. As the next step for Eddington, ESA
will contract parallel system-definition studies

end of March 2003 and all of the launch
interfaces have already been defined. The

The spacecraft design and development

to industry starting in spring 2003, eventually

Project is cunently awaiting a launch

activities made further progress with the

moving into a mission-implementation phase

commitment from Arianesoace in order lo

holding of the Herschel/Planck Spacecraft

in 2004.

finalise everything for a specific launch

Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in the last
quarter of the year. The overall system design

opportunity.

is now complete and the development phase
has been defined in detail. Several unit and
subsystem preliminary design reviews have
confirmed that the lower-level design is stable
and progressing nominally. Detailed design
work will now lead to the completion of
spacecraft-hardware manufacture by the end
During the autumn of 2002, the procurement

of 2003.

activities leading up to the selection of all of

the industrial consortium's subcontractors
have continued apace. As a result, a number

continues to run smoothly. Production of the

of new contractors have been brought into the

flight-model segments for the giant Herschel

industrial consortium in the last three months

3.5 m silicon-carbide telescooe is
proceeding according to plan at Astrium

for important proyect items, including the

Development of the spacecraft telescopes

Herschel and Planck solar anays, the

SAS (12'pie{ype' segments are needed

Herschel instrument optical bench assembly,

for the complete primary minor). Formal

the Cryostat control unit and internal and

acceptance of the manufactured elements
took place at the end of December.

external multi-layer insulation and software, as
well as a number of units for the attitude
control and management systems of both

Develooment of the Planck reflectors at
Astrium GmbH is progressing well, with the lull

spacecraft. Consequently, the Herschel/Planck

secondary re{lector scheduled for completion

procurement activities are nearing completion.

in Aoril.
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After conditional approval of the mission by
ESA's Science Programme Committee (SPC)
in July 2002, the Project and Astrium SAS
initiated all o{ the contractual activities needed

lo ensure the soacecraft's readiness for launch
in November 2005, whilst still respecting the
SPC-imoosed constraints. The latter were
removed in November when the SPC gave the
green light for the full Venus Express
implementation. Thanks to starting work in
July, the Project was able to conduct the first

major project review

-

Requirements Review

the System

-

by the end ot 2002,

and preparations ior the Preliminary Design
Review began immediately thereafter.
The Science Working Team held its first formal

requirements. Deployment of the first EGNOS

meetino in December.

elements at their final sites was started at the
end of 2002, which should enable first EGNOS

The EGNOS ground-segment elements

are

now the final stages of qualification, all having

test Signal in Space to be transmitted by the
second ouarter of 2003. Activities will continue

been delivered and integrated into the system

in parallel to achieve full system deployment
during 2003.

Hurrah! Artemis has reached geostationary

AIV platform at Langen in Germany. Systemlevel integration and verification activities are
now proceeding at full speed, having already

orbit. What many people thought impossible

validated all key software interfaces, towards

(European Air Traffic Service Operators) have

during the first days after the launcher

System Factory Qualification in June 2003.

set up a consortium that is intended to

ESA's partners in the EGNOS Programme

become the future EGNOS operating entity. All

malfunction during the satellite's launch has

partners are working towards the Operational

nevertheless become a reality. After perhaps

All oi the 40 sites olanned to host the EGNOS

the longest transfer orbit of any

elements have been characterised by means

Readiness Review planned for April 2004 and

communications satellite, Artemis f inally

of specific measurement campaigns, and all

the subsequent Initial Operations Phase of the

anived at its nominal operating position on
31 January 2003. lts ion engine had been

hosting entities have begun to upgrade their

EGNOS Svstem.

infrastructures to meet the EGNOS

propelling the satellite at a rate of 15 km/day
for the last several months, something for

which such an engine had never previously
been used. lt was also a first in terms of the
flexibility of the spacecraft's attitude control
system. Thanks to the cleverness of its

designers, operators and outstanding
hardware elements. it was oossible to
successfully perform previously unspecified
manoeuvres that had nol been groundtested
and oualified in the classical sense.
With Artemis safely on station, a detailed
payload performance test programme is now
being conducted, to allow formal operations to
start in March.There is further good news in
that Artemis still has the potential to operate
for its nominal 1O-year lifetime.
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In parallel, the EGNOS Test Bed (ESTB)

September, the satellite commissioning had to

The MSG-2 system-integration activities have

continues its transmissions, with excellent
service availability, via dual broadcasts from

be out on hold on 25 October as a result of a
solid-state power amplifier switch-off anomaly

now been completed and the satellite
prepared for environmental testing at Alcatel in

both the Inmarsat AOR-E and l0R satellites.

onboard the spacecraft. This anomaly, which is

Cannes (F). The thermal-vacuum testing was

Successful system demonstrations have been
pedormed in Cairo, Nice and Bordeaux, and

still under investigation, does not endanger

completed by the end of December. The

the mission. The raw dala gathered by the

satellite should go into storage at the end of

are also being used for a number ol other

spacecraft can still be downlinked without any
problem. However, an alternative solution may

foreseen for January 2005. Once MSG-2 has

GNSS-application promotional activities,

have to be found for the planned relay of

more are planned in Dakar. The ESTB signals

processed data to users via

the spacecraft,

May 2003 to await its launch, which is now
been put into storage, the integration team at
Alcatel will resume its work on MSG-3.

Investigation is on-going and looks promising.
Meanwhile, the commissioning activities have
restarted and are olanned to continue until
mid-March, Apart from this anomaly, the MSGMajor technical progress has been made with

Following the handover of MSG-1 spacecraft

1 spacecraft shows an outstanding
performance, which was confirmed by its

the very successful thermal-balance/thermal-

ooerations to Eumetsat at the end of

impressive first image taken on 28 November.

vacuum testing of the MetOp-1 protoflight
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modules, with two tests being conducted in

and to the olatform have been defined. The

subsystem, are ready to be shipped to Astrium

parallel: on the Payload Module in the Large

Instrument Requirements Specification is

GmbH, the satellite Prime Contractor.

Space Simulator (LSS) at ESTEC in Noordwijk
(NL), and on the Service Module in the

close to agreement. Instrument operations

Intespace iacility in Toulouse (F). Detailed

specification for the instrument control unit

of the SIRAL altimeter are progressing well at

conelation work is now underway lo ensure

oroduced.

AlcatelToulouse (F). Thales (F) has already

should be confirmed by the MetOp

The platform's electrical design is sufficiently

manufactured the main electronic boards of
the DORIS instrument lor restitution of the

Qualification Review, planned for mid-2003.

complete

have been reviewed and a reouirements

that the thermal design is fully valid, which
1o

specify equipment items. The

On the payload side, tests on critical elements

CryoSat orbil.

operational requirements on the satellite have
Production of the first lASl {lighfmodel

been defined and reviewed.The Model Based

Definition of the intedaces between the

instrument (equipped with functional, but not

Development and Verification Environment,

satellite and the Eurockot launcher is now well

ilighfquality detectors) is proceeding on

which will be used to verify software and

advanced and details are beino discussed with

schedule, and preparations for its integration

procedures, has been analysed in some

Krunichev

and testing are well advanced. The impacts of

detail.
Development of the ground segment is going

the retrofitting of the sensor module for the
first MetOo and for MetOo-3 have still to be
worked out. A solution for the radiation

The prime contractor is Astrium Stevenage
(UK) and the core consortium includes

sensitivity of the ASCAT switching unit has

Astrium Toulouse (F) which is responsible for

under way. Agreement has been reached on

been identified and is being implemented.

the instrument, and Astrium Friedrichshafen
(D) which is responsible for the platform's

the plan for the CryoSat validation campaigns,

The GOME-2 instrument continues to make

electrical subsystems. Subcontractors to

the framework of the Cryovex campaign.

good progress. In particular, a late modification

supply subsystems and equipment for the

to incorporate a quasi-volume diffuser - which

satellite will be selected through almost fifty

replaces the existing alumina diffuser and is

comoetitive ESA-suoervised lnvitalions to

used to provide a reference solar spectrum

-

according to plan and definition of the
algorithms for the level-2 processing is well

with preliminary activities foreseen lor 2003 in

Tender (lTTs). The first ITT (for the transmitter

has been successfully qualified and is now

lasers) has been opened to limited competition

being retrofitted to the instruments. This

between Astrium and Galileo. A further eight

Space-segment development has entered a

modification will result in a signiiicant

lTTs are under review at ESA and will be

stage (Phase-C/D) characterised by detailed

improvement in GOME-2 s ability to measure

released shortly.

consolidation of the satellite's design, based
on equipmenflevel Preliminary Design

atmospheric trace gases.
Plans for one ground and two airborne

Reviews (PDRs). These PDRs have already

The GRAS engineering model has been used

campaigns with a specific instrument have

been successfully concluded for many

without problems throughout the MetOp-1

been discussed with DLR Oberpfaffenhofen

equipment and payload units, and steady

Payload Module testing. The iirst flight model

(D). These campaigns will be conducted as a

progress is being made in all remaining areas.

is nearing the end of its acceptance review

cooperative activity with significant funding

0rocess. Solutions to the antenna metallisation

from DLR.

problem are still being identified.

The build-uo of the GOCE industrial
consortium is very close to completion. The

Mission assumptions have been agreed with

last Tender Evaluation Board (TEB), in

With the qualification phase of the project now

ESOC (D) as a basis for planning the Flight

November 2002, dealt with the selection of the

nearing completion, greater emphasis is being

Operations segment. Agreement has also

I

placed on launch and operations preparation.

been reached with ESRIN (l) on the

Subcontractors have recently been engaged

Here much progress has been made with

organisation of the Payload Data Segment,

for the harness, magnetic torquer, thermal-

and the technical work will begin shortly.

control hardware and BF suitcase.

Eumetsat

in

defining in detail the organisation

ndependent Soflware

Val

idation contractor.

of the launch, early-orbit, switch-on and
Significant effort has been made to kick-0ff

commissioning phases.

schedule-critical activities related to the microNewton propulsion system. Negotiations
concerning the solar generalor have

The main development (Phase-C/D) activities

progressed with the TEB-recommended

are progressing well and some of the flighf

supplier and urgent work has been initiated

The design of the instrument receivers, based

model elements, such as the high-pressure

due to its impact on the overall schedule.

on the pre-development model, has been

tank for the attitude-control system and the

refined. lnstrument interfaces bolh internallv

antennas for the telecommunications

The thermal-cycling testing of representative
photovollaic coupons has continued, and
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preliminary results are available from the two
potential European photovoltaic-assembly
suppliers.
Some delay has occuned in preparing for the
mechanical testing of an accelerometer
sensor head equipped with the chosen stop
material/coating, intended to demonstrate
that the cunent accelerometer design will
withstand the launch vibrations. The test
should now take place in February 2003.
Breadboarding of key gradiometer fronlend
electronics functions has also recently started,
allowing the testing of vital performancerelated design characteristics.
Activities on the ground-segment side have
focused on completion of the Ground Segment
Requirements Review (GSRR). The
completeness, consistency and feasibility of

The MIRAS Demonstrator Pilot Prolects 1 and

the ground-segment concept and architecture

2 are nearing completion. The full threesegment arm deployment test in particular was

have been reviewed, together with the
requirements for the Flight Operations

The payload design phase (Phase-B) was

Segment (FOS) and the Payload Data

successfully kicked-off at the end of October,

Segment (PDS).The Review Board concluded

with a seamless transition from the extended

that the ground segment is sufficiently well
defined to kick-off the related development

study phase (Phase-A). A first round of
progress meetings with subcontractors has

activity. Consequently, emphasis in the project

taken place, allowing a number of critical

activities has shifled towards finalisation of the

internal interface issues to be addressed.

very impressive and highly successful.

documentation relevant to the lnvitation to
Tender (lTT) addressing the development of

Preparations are proceeding to formalise ESA-

Research and applications programmes

the GOCE PDS (data processing up to Level-

CNES cooperation in the SMOS programme,

An update of the Assembly Sequence (Rev F)

1b). In addition, a study is in preparation for

as well as lor the'system support'to be
provided by CNES and Alcatel.

Columbus launch for 7 October 2004 and the

the Calibration and Monitoring Facility (CMF),
which will incorporate critical scientific-product

has been signed by all Partners, including the
ATV launch for 27 September 2004. The

quality monitoring and related system health-

The ground-segment Phase-A study with

Columbus launch will include five payload

check functions during nominal operations as

GMV Indra and INSA was kicked-off in

racks and two external payloads, of which one

well as the payload calibration phases.

October and is producing the first output.

rack and one external payload will need to be
confirmed by NASA as a function of Shuttle
mass availability.
Assembly flights 9A and 11A carried the first
starboard and port truss segments to the
Station, both of which were successfully
installed.

At the Heads of Agency

meeting in Tokyo

on 6 December, all Partners unanimously
endorsed Option Path Four, as recommended
by the Multilateral Programme Planning Team

fhreesegnent om deploynent twting of the tllRAS
DenoNrotor lw SMIS
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(MPPT). This Path is based on improving

has been technically negotiated, but further

The Payload System Requirements for the

utilisation productivity from 2003 to 2006/7,

negotiation on price is required. The Columbus

Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES)

permanently increasing utilisation capacity

Control Centre (COL-CC) system PDR was

Review (SRR) was concluded in December,

using the existing rescue capability (Soyuz)

concluded at the beginning of December.The

but the contract ior its iurther development

from 2006/7 to 2010, and continuing beyond

Tender Evaluation Board for the Phase-C/D

(Phase-C/D) has been put on-hold due to

2010 to increase utilisation capacity using

proposal concluded that a contract could be

uncertainties surrounding the Pharao atomic

existing and new crew-rescue capabilities

placed provided that all open actions from the

clock.

(Orbital Space Plane).

PDR have been successfully closed out.

Space inf rastructure development

The ground segment set up for the'Odissea'

Matroshka is in progress and should soon

Acceptance testing of the Columbus

mission successfully supported the flight and,

be completed.

Laboratory's flight model and formal qual-

based on the experience gained, activities are

ification testing of its electrical test model are

undenrvay to set up the required infrastructure
with NASA and the Russian TsUP lor the 2003

The Data Management System for the

progressing well. The first part of the major
hardware and software compatibility

Taxi Flight involving ESA Astronaut Pedro

ooerational in orbit.

qualification test has been finalised.

Duque.

Node-2 flightunit integration is on schedule.
All lour avionics racks have been integrated

Utilisation planning, payload development
and preparatory missions

and the electrical tests completed. lntegration

Eight Microgravity Application Promotion

of the cables and actuators of the common

(MAP) continuation proposals have been

berthing mechanisms has also been finalised,

recommended for continuation and three for

Several ATV follow-on production scenarios

re-submission.

have been established between ESA and

Cryogenic Freezer (CRYOS) was completed in

The Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG),

industry, and have been assessed lrom the
technical, production-schedule and risk points

December.

which is installed in the Destiny Laboratory on

of view.The industrial proposal will be
submitted in Spring 2003.

Machining of the Cupola's flight unit dome and

the lSS, experienced a loss of power during
an experiment on 20 November. The problem

welding of the dome/ring was completed and

has been isolated; troubleshooting is

The Russian Soyuz launcher canying the

the dome has been delivered. Acceotance

continuing and the engineers are assessing
the options for resolving the problem in-orbit.

exploded some 30 seconds after lift-off. The

The Critical Design Review (CDR) for

The System Requirements Review for the

testing of the shutter mechanism and flight

The European Robotic Arm (ERA) qualification
programme is still ongoing, with the Flight Unit
Qualification/Acceptance Review set for
MarchiAoril 2003.

unmanned Foton-M1 research satellite
flight carried 44 ESA-supported experiments.

unil harness has been completed, as well as
all Structural Test Article (STA) activities. The
Cupola's launch is now planned for January

Russian Service Module (DMS-R) is fully

During the'Odissea'mission, there were eight
days of intense activities during which the

All six ESA microgravity payloads were ready

scientific and educational programmes,
composed of 23 experiments, were performed.

for flight in Spacehab on the ill-fated STS-107

The -80"C Freezer (MELFI FU 1) completed
all of the acceptance tests at Kennedy Space

The preliminary acceptance ol the Science
The flighl-model subsystem procuremenV

(Storable Propellant Stage) upper stages for

Center (KSC), and has been integrated into
the Multi-Purpose Logistics Module (MPLM)

the first two ATV flights, and the future

ready for launch in March 2003 on the ULF1

is in progress. The flightmodel integration is

cryogenic stage, known as ESC-B, for the

llight.

also progressing, along with training-model

2008.

Soace Shuttle mission.

Discussions have been held with Arianesoace
and CNES regarding the launcher configuration
for ATV flights. Cunently

under assessment is

a proposal to use the last two available EPS

Reference Model for Biolab has taken olace.
manuJacture has been completed and delivery

development.

remaining flights.
Hexapod flighfunit integration is progressing
NASA has formally cancelled the X-38 project,

and delivery to NASA is now foreseen for

and detailed consultations relaling to the

Aoril 2003.

and testing is approaching completion and

termination of the project will start in the near
future.

The Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL)
subsystem flighlmodel assembly, integration

The SOLAR Instrument lntermediate Design
Review process has been completed.

Operations and related ground segments

flighfmodel integration is in progress.The
Canadian Space Agency has delivered the

first Microgravity Vibration lsolation System

The ATV Control Centre (ATV-CC) Preliminary

The EXPOSE on EuTEF Critical Design

(MVIS) hardware for integration. Training-

Design Review (PDR) has been successlully

Review (CDR) was kicked-off in December

model development has been initiated.

completed. The ATV-CC Phase-C/D proposal

and completion is envisaged in February 2003.
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The engineering model of the Malerial Science

In December, the ISS Education Programme

Laboratory (MSL in US Lab) has been

for the European Astronauts Soyuz Missions

Philippe Perrin into the European Astronaut

completed and preparations are in hand for

was finalised, This programme has defined

testing the NASA Quench Module Insert (QMl);

likely activilies or student experiments for the

Corps on 17 December completed the
process of integrating national astronauts.

engineering-model delivery to NASA is expected

different age groups.

The welcoming of the French astronaut

early in 2003. Flighfmodel subsystems have
been completed and flight-model assembly

Specific educational activities for the ISS

initiated. The Seebeck Diagnostic flight model

Education Programme on the Spanish-

has been delivered to ESA.

sponsored Soyuz Taxi Flight have also been
finalised. Students have develooed twelve

The European Physiology Module (EPM)
flighfmodel manufacturing is almost complete

exDeriments based on Newton's Laws of Motion.

and flight-model integration and training-model
procurement have been initiated. NASA's

Commercial activities

ln the third quarter of 2002, the Vega contract
negotiations progressed with the revision and

The policy for commercial manned spaceflight

finalisation of the technical, programmatic, and

the EPM contribution, the Pulmonary Function

missions with orofessional astronauts has
been prepared for oflicial release. The first

contractual baselines. The inter,faces between
the launch vehicle, P80 stage and ground

System (PFS), has been integrated into the

such project has been assessed using the

segment have been further refined. A number

MPLM and is scheduled for launch on ULF-1

new internal evaluation orocedure.

of subsystem design reviews have also taken
place and an Avum Working Group has jointly

The joint ESI/lndustry Cooperation

reassessed and defined the modifications

Human Research Facility (HRF-2), including

in March 2003.
A successful Crew Review of the Multi-

Agreement Steering Board has approved the

needed to comply with the re-entry strategy

electrode Electro-Encephalogram Mapping

Strategic Marketing Plan 2003-6 and the

agreed with Launch Safety Authority.

Module (MEEMM) has been completed.

detailed Marketing Plan 2003.

ISS education

A number of Pathfinder Project proposals have

and reliability, controllability, guidance,

A oilot version of the ISS Education Kit for
teachers of 12-15 year olds has been distributed

been received and are being evaluated. The

navigation and control-law definition, have
been progressing according to plan. A Vega

Other activities related, for example, to safety

to schools and other educational establishments.

Rapid Eye project has been committed to a
bridging phase and preparations for Phase-B

The final version will be oroduced in all of the

activities are undenruay as the overall financing

ProjectTeam (lPT) and Arianespace, has

ESA Member Stale languages.

is secured.

started holding regular meetings to exploit

In November, the ISS Education Programme

Astronaut activities
The'Odissea'Soyuz Taxi Flight, with ESA

Exploitation Group, including the lntegrated

synergies with Ariane-S, to define overall cost(and ISS Education Kit) was presented to the
'European Council of International Schools'

astronaut Frank De Winne as Flight Engineer,

(ECIS)in Berlin.

was launched from Baikonour in October. The

reduction options, and to follow the volatile
evolution in the launch market.

very successful mission was completed on

On the ground-segment side, the scope and
working procedures for the Engineering

Fifty students were selected to participate in

10 November when the crew landed safely in

Support Contract have been defined in detail

the final of the SUCCESS contest (student

Kazakhstan. EAC staff atTsUB ESTEC and

between IPT and CNES-SDS (Sous-Direction

experiments for ISS), which was held in the

the European Astronaut Centre (EAC)

Sol), and a revised proposal is expected in

Erasmus User Centre at ESTEC. The winner

provided mission support during launch and

mid-February. Work has also started on the

of the contest will be announced in Spring 2003.

landing, and the Medical Operations Consoles

definition of the industrial contracts to be

at EAC were used for real-

issued in the spring for the main areas of

time mission support.

development at the Vega Launch Base:

On 8 October, ESA astronaut

fluid systems and the control bench. A

Pedro Duque began training

baseline for the CSG buildings to be used

in Russia for the Spanish-

by Vega has also been agreed.

namely, civil engineering, metal structures,

sponsored Soyuz Taxi Flight,
scheduled for April 2003.

The P80 stage development contract is close
to signature and the activities are progressing
as planned under the leadership of the P80
Integrated Team based in Evry

ESA

oslronoul Fronk De Wrnne working

with the lliaogrovity Science Glovehox
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Arianespace Flight 157
Inquiry Board submits findings

After a dramatic failure of the new Ariane-S ECA in the night of 11 to
12 December 2002, an Inquiry Board has established the most
Jean-Jacoues Dordain will be the next Direclor General of ESA for

probable cause for the failure, examined possible consequences lor

a period of four years. He will succeed Mr Antonio Rodold, whose

the baseline Ariane-S launcher version, and recommended actions

term of office ends on 30 June this year.

to conect the problems that occurred during the Ariane-S ECA llight

tct.
Dordain, born in France in 1946, obtained an engineering degree
from the Ecole Centrale in 1968. Before joining ESA in 1986, he

A complete analysis of all measurements recorded during Flight 157

held several oositions at the Office National d'Etudes et de
Recherches A6rospatiales (ONERA) as researcher in the field of

was canied out, along with a review of documentation concerning

propulsion and launch vehicles, coordinator of space activities and

well as for all Ariane-S flights to date. Also reviewed by the Board

as Director

o1

Fundamental Physics. In 1977 he was selected by

productron, quality and technical records for the Ariane-S ECA, as
was the work of production and development teams in Europe. The
Board's findings confirm that all preparatory and countdown

CNES to be among the first French astronaut candidates.

operations for Flight 157 went normally, as did the flight sequence
He joined ESA in May 1986 to be Head of the newly created

until the seoaration of the solid boosters.

Soace Station and Platforms Promotion and Utilisation
Department. He then became Head of the Microgravity and

There was a leak in the of the Vulcain 2 nozzles'cooling circuits

Columbus Utilisation Department, managing about 80 staff and

during this first flight phase, followed by a critical overheating of the

overseeing numerous industrial activities. In 1993 he was

nozzle. This resulted in a major imbalance in the thrust of the

appointed Associate Director for Strategy, Planning and

Vulcain 2 engine due to the nozzle's deterioration, leading to a loss

International Policy. In May 1999 he was appointed Director of the

of control over the launche/s trajectory.

newly created Directorate of Strategy and Technical Assessment.

On 15 February 2001 he took up the post of Director of Launchers.

In conclusion, the most probable cause of the failure ol Flight 157

was the simultaneous occurrence of two factors: the degraded
"l feel very honoured to have been appointed

Diector General of

thermal condition of the nozzle due to fissures in the cooling tubes

ESA and welcome this challenging opportunity.l have been

and non-exhaustive definition of the loads to which the Vulcain 2

working for the European Space Agency in various positions over
the years.The current period offers good opportunities tor ESA to

engine is subjected during flight

be even more instrumental in building the future ol European

The designs of the nozzles on the Ariane 5 Baseline's Vulcain

ciilzens and the success of Eurooe" said Dordain.

engine and the Vulcain 2 engine

1

for Ariane-S ECA differ in the
Jean-Jacoues Dordain is a member of the International Academv
of Astronautics and the

shape of the coofing tubes,
which form the structure ol the

Acad6mie des

nozzle and the technology of

Technologres. He has

the nozzle's stiffeners. After

also held professorships

reviewing operating data from

at the Ecole

the Vulcain 1 engine's 12

Polytechnique and the

successful llights, the Inquiry

Ecole Nationale

Board did not identify any

Sup6rieure des

weaknesses concerning the

Techniques Avancees.

functroning and resistance of its

@esa

nozzle. The Inquiry Board

nevertheless reouested an
exhaustive examination of the
behaviour of the Vulcain

1

engine nozzle, including precise
modelling to demonstrate the
component's conect behaviour
ESA's new Diector General

during the

flight.

@esa
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Integral. launched in October last

very important step towards

To study these peculiarities,

year from Baikonur in Kazakhstan,

understanding black holes. This

Integral carries two powerfu

processed lor eventual release to

will also help us to understand the

gamma-ray instruments. lt has a

the scientilic community.

is fully operational.

images

-

lts firsflight'

lhe name astronomers

give to initial observations
were oresented in Paris

-

monstrous black hole

- three

million times the mass of our Sun

- at the centre

in

Switzerland, where they are

camera, or imager, called lBlS and
"We have been optimising the

a spectrometer, SPl.

instruments' pelormance to

of our Galaxy.

December.

produce the best overall science,"

Soectrometers are used to
During the initial investigations,

measure the energy of the gamma

says Arvind Parmar, lntegral

As a first test, Integral observed

scientists had a pleasant surprise

rays received. Gamma-ray sources

Project Manager at ESA, "These

the Cygnus region of the sky,

when Integral captured its first

are often extremely variable and

images and spectra prove that

looking particularly at that

gamma-ray burst. These

can fluctuate within minutes or

lntegral can certainly do the job it

enigmatic object, Cygnus X-1.

extraordinary celestial explosions

seconds. lt rs therefore crucial to

was designed to do, and more,

Since the 1960s, we have known

are unpredictable, occuning from

record data simultaneously

this object to be a constant

random directions about twice a

different wavelengths. To achieve

secrets of the high-energy

generator of high-energy radiation.

day. Their precise origin is

contentious: they could be the

this, Integral also canies an X-ray
and an oplical monilor (JEM-X and

Universe".

Most scientists believe that
Cygnus X-1 is the site of a black

result of massive stars collapsing

OMC). Allfour instruments will

Integral's primary mission will last

hole, containing around five times

in the distant Universe, or may

observe the same objects, at the

for two years, but it is carrying

the mass of our Sun and
devouring a nearby star. Observing

alternatively be the result

same time. In this way they can

enough fuel to continue for five

collision between two neutron

capture fleeting events completely.

years, all being

Cygnus X-1, which is relatively

stars. Integral promises to provide

Integral sends the data from all the

close by in our own Galaxy

vital clues for solving this

instruments to the Integral Science
Data Centre (ISDC) near Geneva,

10 000 light years from us
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particular celestial mystery.

in

which is to unlock some of the

well.
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One o1the most challenging
aspects of designing a mission is

applies; in fact, the computational

some custom designed (e.9. by

During discussions at the

NASA).

Workshop, it became clear that

power available in modern

different specialists have their own

computers worldwide is so great,

the definition of the trajectory. Not
In October 2002, the ESA

opinions and preferences as to the

and still increasing so fast, that

of celestial mechanics (where the

Advanced Concepts Team

optimal tools and solutions.

much more complex analyses can

stars and planets are at any time,

organised a Workshop on

only do you need a good knowledge

be performed now than was
possible in the past.

Trayectory Design and

One interesting aspect of the

to one another), but you also need

Optimisation. A number of

workshop was seeing how

to perform some very complex

specialists were invited to take

dilferent countries had evolved

As well as informing the attendees,

analysis. This requires specialised

part, some to present the state of

different methodologies: for

the Workshop highlighted some

mathematical software tools, plus

the art in trajectory design, and

example, computing resources in

potential areas of research and

some means of optimising the
results, to ensure not just that you

others to speak about

Russia were rather limited in the

development that may be

optimisation techniques that are

past, and this meant they

interesting for ESA in future

and how they are moving relative

reach your target destination, but

used in other fields but not yet in

traditlonally leaned towards an

also that you take the best route.

space. The contributors came

approach that was less demanding

There are a variety of software

from Russia and the USA as well

in terms ol processing power.

tools available nowadays, some

as Europe.

However, this limit no longer

@esa

commercially produced and

The ESA Advanced ConceptsTeam (ACT)
The Advanced Concepts Team is a group of scientific, technical and
engineering Research Fellows (ESA's post-doc programme) working
at the European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC),
in Noordwijk, Netherlands.
Based on strong links with academic research centres, ACT
members carry out research work on leading edge concepts and
emerging lechnologies for which both space systems engineering
competence and specific theoretical knowledge are required.
The ACT is intended to provide quick and sound in-house expertise
in various advanced research topics, to bridge the gap with
universities all over Europe, and to develop innovative methods and
approaches to problems ol space exploration, In this respect, critical
open-mindedness, scientific curiosity and interdisciplinary teamwork
are the essential pillars of the ACT philosophy.

Cunent research tooics comorise:

In the late afternoon of Friday 31

lower than intended elliotical orbit.

. Advanced Mission Analysis
. Advanced Space Power and Energy

January, a linal trim manoeuvre

A team of ESA and industry

nudged Artemis into its assigned

specialists responded vigorously

.
.
.

position in geostationary orbit,
completing a remarkable satellite

with a series of innovative control
procedures lo rescue the

recovery operation which has

spacecraft. Daring manoeuvres

lasted 18 months.

were executed and these oroved

Biomimicry on Space Systems
Near Earth Objects

- Analysis

of Threat

Planetary Protection

not only very successful but also

To ensure rt is always at the forefront of cunent thinking, the ACT

occasionally organises workshops and

conferences.

@osa

stage, Ariane-S had lelt the

highly efficient. Using almost all ol
the available chemical propellant,

lelecommunications satellite in a

Artemis manaoed to reach a

Due to a malfunction in its upper

eso
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circular orbit at an altitude of

The new concept for steering the
ion propulsion engines included

with an almost imperceptible

Now on station, Artemis will

31 000 km only a few days after

thrust, the workload was gruelling

function as originally planned.

launch.

entirely new control modes never

and almost every week brought

before used on a lelecommuni-

new oroblems to be solved.

The satellite can be made

Since then, the rescue efforts have

cation spacecrafi, as well as new

Although generally minor, these

available to serve its first users:

continued unabated using the four

telecommand and telemetry and

anomalies needed investigation

SP0T-4, Envisat, EGNOS and

ion engines mounted on the

other data-handling interface

and sometimes resulted in an

Eutelsat/Ielespazio. A preparatory

satellite redundantly in pairs.

functions. In all, about 20% of the

intenuption in effective thrusting,

test will also be made with

These novel engines, instead o{

original spacecralt control software

slowing progress.

NASDA's Earth observation

conventional chemical combustion

had to be modified. Thanks to the

engines, use ionised Xenon gas.

reprogrammable onboard control

With these difficulties behind

planning to use Artemis in the

They were originally designed only

concept, these modifications could

them. the ooeralors turned their

future include ESA's Automated

to control the satellite's inclination

be loaded by uplinking to the

attention to planning for the

Transfer Vehicle and Columbus

by generating thrust perpendicular

salellite software'oatches'

process of station acquisition in

elements of the International

to the orbital plane. The rescue

amounling in total to 15 000

the geostationary orbit and initial

Space Station.

operation, however, required thrust

words, the largest reprogramming

operations on station.

mission ADEOS-ll. Other users

Not only has Artemis clocked up a
At altitudes only a few hundred

number of unique firsttime

kilometres below the geostationary

applications during its recovery

ring, it takes several weeks for the

first optical inter-orbit satellite link;

satellite to drift once around the

first major reprogramming of a

Earth. lt is thereJore important to

telecommunications satellite; first

avoid overshoot by tuning the drift

orbital transfer to geostationary

rate to arrive at the designated

orbit using ion propulsion; longest

station longitude (21.5 deg. East)
just as the geostationary altitude is

ever ooerational drift orbit

reached.

opportunity and stimulus for future

-

-

but it

will also orovide the oromotional
European data relay services.

These orbital adjustments were

Hence there is a promising future

made using small chemical
propellant thrusters, activated for

for this incredible missionl

the first time since launch. The first
thrust was performed successfully
in December and two more in
January, slowing the drift rate to a
to be generated in the orbital

of flight software ever done on a

few degrees per day as the

plane to push the satellite to final

telecommunications satellite.

satellite made its last pass over

realised by rotating the satellile in

By the end of December 2001

position in geostationary orbit.

the orbital plane by 90 degrees

work on the new software had

geostationary orbit. This could be

Europe to arrive at its working

with resoect to its nominal

been comoleted, and it was

orientation.

subsequently validated using the

When the last manoeuvre was
performed on 31 January it was an

spacecraft simulator as testbed.

emotional moment. From the

-

Taking optimum advantage of the

Artemis

spacecraft flight configuration, new
strategies were developed not just

operation of its ion engines with

sustained the ion thrusting lor so

their modest thrust of only 15 milli-

to raise altitude but also to counter

Newton

long, the satellite was turned
to point to Earth for normal

the natural increase in orbital

of 15 km per day.

through dogged

- climbed

at an averaoe

inclination. To imolemenl those

attitude control mode which had

operations. Ground controllers

were able to stand down the

new strategies, new onboard

After the new attitude control

network of ground stations around

control modes, a new slalion

mode was commissioned in

the world that had heloed in

network and new flight control

February 2002, and the ion

commandino the satellite.

procedures had to be put in place.

engines started to expand the orbit
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5ffi"n-, Spacecrlft Systems Engineering
5-Day Course, 7 -Il July 2003
University of Southampton

Internationally recognised centre of excellence in spacecraft engineering education
Topics covered by the course:

* Spacecraft Systems Engineering
* The Space Environment
* Mission Analysis
* Launch Vehicles
* Rotational Dynamics
* Attitude Control
* On-Board Data Handling

* Ground Operations
* Remote Sensing Payloads
* Science Payloads

* Propulsion
* Structural Design
* Thermal Control
* Spacecraft Mechanisms
* Telecommunications
* EMC
* Power Systems

* Product Assurance
* Assembly,Integration & Test

*

Case Studies

The Spacecraft Systems Course presents an integrated approach to the total systems design
of spacecraft. It has proved to be of value to a broad range of companies including spacecraft
manufacturers, insurers and satellite operators from many different countries world-wide.
This course has been run at ESTEC and Southampton for over 15 years.

For funher information and application form: www.aero.ses.soton.ac.uVcont edu.htm
Tel. +44 (0)23 8059 2501, Fax. +44 (0)23 8059 3058

.
European Major Research Infrastructure

I

Aerospace Materials Technology Testhouse
EC-Programme "lmproving the
Human Research Potential"

The EC-Programme enables to

Perform your Research
on Aerospace and Space Materials Technology

at our Facilities
frce of Gharge

Open Access to a

complete set of facilities for materials' R&D

including technical support for Guest Researchers from EC or
associated states including East Europe

. Research Program and duration of visit defined by Guest
. Funding of travel and subsistence costs
. Easy Application (1 Page Proposal)
Callfor Proposals
Detailed Info, application forms and actual deadline:

lnternet htto://www.arcs.ac.aVamtt
Dr. E.Semerad: Tel:

+43 50550 3322, Fax: +43 50550 3366

e-mail : amtt@arcs.ac.at

Austrian Research Centres
A-2444 Seibersdorf
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ESA Newsletters
BEACHING FORTHE SKIES, NO.25 (NOVEMBER
2002)

esa-=.,"=-,,",''='"""t,

...."

NEWSLETTER OF ESA S DIBECTORATE OF
LAUNCHERS (ENGLISH & FRENCH yEBS/ONS)
BATTRTCK

B & LACOSTE H. (EDS.)

NO CHARGE

ESA Brochures
LES NOUVELLESTECHNOLOGIES DANS LA

sctENcE-Frcloru lppltouEes AU DoMATNE
(oCToBRE 2002)
LACOSTE H. &WABMBEIN B. (EDS.)

SPATTAL

ESA BR-1 76(F)

/

48 PAGES

NO CHABGE
MEDICINE II -THE ESATECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PROGRAMME (JANUARY
2003)
ED. BATTRICK B.

ESA BR-l84 (IX)

//

12 PAGES

NO CHARGE
BABYGUARD - THE ESA TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PROGRAMME (FEBRUARY
2003)
ED. BATTBICK B

ESA BR-184 (N //

6

PAGES

NO CHARGE

INTEGRAL - ALLA RICERCA DI
BADIAZIONI ESTREME NELf UNIVERSO
EDS.TALEVI M. & BATTRICK B
ESA BB-189 (I) // 16 PAGES
NO CHARGE

lSSl Scientific Report
THE RADIOMETBIC CALIBRATION OF SOHO

THE EUROPEAN SPACE SECTOR IN A GLOBAL
CONTEXT - ESA'S ANNUAL ANALYSIS 2OO2
(JANUARY 2003)
ESA STBATEGY DEPARTNTENT (ED. B. BATTRICK)
ESA BR-197 // 53 PAGES
PBICE:10 EURO

ESA History Study
Reports
THE'TRIPLE HELIX'OF SPACE - GERMAN
SPACE ACTIVITIES IN A EUROPEAN
PERSPECTTVE (DECEMBER 2002)
TRTSCHLER H. (ED R A HARBTS)
ESA HSB-28 // 38 PAGES
PBICE:10 EURO
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(AUGUST 2002)
PAULUHN A., HUBER M.C.E. & VON STEIGEB R.
(EDS.)

sR-002 // 387 PAGES
PRICE:40 EURO

ESA Special

Publications
-

PROCEEDINGS OFTHE SPACE
STATION DESIGN WORKSHOP: INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDENT EDUCATION
SSDW 2OO2

EDS. YAZDI K. & LACOSTE H

ESA SP-l267 // 42 PAGES

rr,'--",

.V't

,

".-"-_tr:;:;:ro;tZ|
lurt rclist illlirr'lrr

\ttrtlt ttl

Itlr.rcatir'tt

l'

PRICE: 10 EURO

EUROPEAN UTILISATION PLAN FORTHE
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION (FEBRUARY
2003)
ED. WILSON A.

ESA SP127O // 287 PAGES

,i
'.t

PRICE:30 EURO

- PROCEEDINGS OFTHE WORKSHOP
ON P32 OVERSAMPLED MAPPING - 12-16
FEBRUARY 2OO1 I 12-16 MAFCH 2OOl,VILSPA
ISO DATA CENTRE, MADRID, SPAIN AND 26-30
MARCH 2001, IPAC INFBARED PROCESSING
AND ANALYSIS CENTER, PASADENA, USA
(rPAC) (DECEMBER 2oo2)
EDS. SCHULZ 8., LU N., PESCHKE S. &
ISOPHOT

LACOSTE H.
ESA SP-482 // 129 PAGES & CD-ROM
PRICE:40 EUBO

SOLAR vARIABILITY: FROM CORET0 OUTER
FRONTIERS
PROCEEDINGS OFTHE lOTH

-

EUROPEAN SOLAR PHYSICS MEETING,
9.14 SEPTEMBER 2002, PRAGUE, CZECH
REPUBLTC (DECEMBEB 2002)
ED. WILSON A.

ESA SP-506 // 478 & 583 PAGES
PBICE:100 EURO (VOLUMES 1 & 2)

- PROCEEDINGS OFTHE
EUBOPEAN SPACE COMPONENTS
CONFERENCE, 24-27 SEPTEMBER 2002,
TOULOUSE, FRANCE (DECEMBER 2OO2)
ESCCON 2OO2

ED. HARBIS B.A.

ESA SP.5O7 // 414 PAGES & CD.ROM
PRICE:50 EURO

EUROPEAN STUDENT OUTREACH
PROGRAMME

-

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE

53RD IAF CONGRESS, 1()-19 OCTOBER 2002,
HOUSTON,TEXAS, USA (NOVEMBER 2OO2)
EDS. CZERNIK D., PUJOL C. & WARMBEIN B.
ESA SP-523 // 227 PAGES

PRICE:30 EURO
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ESA Procedures,
Standards &
Specif ications
SPACE PRODUCT ASSURANCE - OUALITY
ASSURANCE FORTEST CENTRES (JULY 2OO2)
ECSS SECRETARIAT
ESA ECSS-Q-20-07A // 50 PAGES

PRICE:10 EUBO

- REPAIR AND
MODIFICATION OF PBINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
ASSEMBLTES FoR SPACE USE (JUNE 2002)
ECSS SECRETABIAT
SPACE PRODUCT ASSURANCE

ESA ECSS-Q-20-O7A // 82 PAGES

*=#

PRICE:20 EURO

*#

ESA Contractor Reports
SANTTSUR PROJECT

-

FTNAL REPoRT (ApRtL

Contractor Reports

20021
UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH, UK
ESA CB(N.4366 // 16 PAGES
PRICE:10 EUR0

ESA CR(P) documents are also available on
microfiche from either of the lollowino
addresses:

NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT OF FLUID-IN-TUBE
- FINAL REPOBT
(SEPTEMBER 1999)

British Library - Doc. Supply Centre
Cuslomer Service
Boston Soa
Wetherby, West Yorkshire
LS23 7BQ England

NUTATION DAMPING DEVICES

ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS INTEBNATIONAL
LTD.. IRELAND

ESA CR(P)-4367

//

127 PAGES

PRICE:30 EUBO

Universitaetsbibliothek und TIB
Welfengarten 1B
D-30167 Hannover
Phone: (+49) $ 1 n62-2268
Fax: (+49) 51 1 /71 5936

LSAR PRE-DEVELOPMENT MODEL
DEMONSTRATOR: PHASE 1 - SUMMARY
REPoRT (JULY 2002)
ASTRIUM, UK
ESA CR(X)-4368 // 30 PAGES

PBICE:10 EURO
STUDY ON VALIDATION OF GROUND STATION
FRONT.END PERFORMANCE - FINAL REPORT

(SEPTEMBER 2002)
ANITE SCIENCE SYTEMS LTD, UK

Credit Card Payments for ESA Publications
The Agency's publications can be purchased from the ESA Publications Division'Bookshop'using
your corporate or your personal credit card (Eurocard/ Mastercard, Visa or American Express).

ESA CR(P)-4369 // CD-ROM
You can telephone or lelefax your orders to the numbers given below, quoting your card's number,

PRICE:25 EURO

security code (where applicable), and its expiry date.
STUDY OF FUTURE MICROWAVE AND
MILLIMETRE-WAVE BADIOMETER
REOUTREMENTS AND CONCEPTS (oCT. 2002)
SULA SYSTEMS LTD., UK
ESA CR(P)-4370 // CD-ROM

PRICE:25 EUR0
FOREST FIRE EARTH WATCH ALGORITHM
SUITABILITY REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
- F|NAL REPoRT (oCToBER 2002)
INSA, SPAIN
ESA CB(P)-4371 // CD-ROM
PRICE:25 EURO
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The Bookshop
ESA Publications Division
ESTEC
Keolerlaan 1
2200 AG Noordwilk
The Netherlands
Telephone:

(31

) 71 5653405

-

Telefax:

(31

) 71 5655433

Other methods ol payment are also accepted. Please call or fax for details.

A list of past publications can be accessed via ESA Publications Division's Home Page
ali www.esa.int
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JOB oPPoRTUNIT'ES

'N

SPACE

Serco is the lorgest technicol services coniroctor to ESA. We hove been supporting the Agency's progrommes for over 30
yeors ond regulorly hove iob opportunities bosed ot ESTEC (Netherlonds), ESRIN (ltolyl, ESOC (Germony), ESA/HQ (Froncel
ond Kourou Spoceport (French Guiono).
Typicol octivities within the spoce field encomposs:

.

AIV Engineering

o Component Testing ond
Foilure Anolysis
o Antennq Engineering

o Eorth Observotion
o Ground Segment Engineering

.

o PC Support
o Unix System Administrotion

.

Web Develooment

o Proiect Monogement
o Product/Quolity Assuronce
. Technicol Authoring

Sofhvore Develoomenr

o Dotobose Development ond
Monoqement

lf you would like to be considered for future iob opportunities with Serco pleose send your full curriculum vitoe to:

Jone Mqrchom, Serco Europe Ltd.
5th Floor, Kempton Point
68 Sloines Rood West, Sunbury-on-Thomes
Middlesex TWt6 7AX, U.K.
Tel.: +44 t932 733 OOO
E-moil: lone.morchqm@serco.Gom

serco

Serco is on Equol Opportunities Employer

How can ESI help you ?

Dr. Pierre Brisson, Head of Technology
Transfer & Promotion Office

Entrepreneurs

ESA/ESTEC
PO. Box 299
NL-2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Contact us if you have an innovative idea involving a technological advance that is
ready Ior commercial development, or if you already have a business plan.
Once your project has been selected, ESI's involvement in your future start-up will be
flexible and on an "a-la-carte" basis, from hosting your project to handling your
complete project development- This involvement will be reflected in the percentage
holding in your start-up capital.

Tel : +31 (0)71 565 4929
Fax: + 31 (0)71 565 3854

e-mail: pierre brisson@esa int
http://www.esa. int/technology/

Space Gompanies
Contact us to become a tenant of ESI or ol one of the ESINET partners and profit from
the professional services, funding and expertise available

Mr, Bruno Naulais, European Space
Incubators Network Manager
ESA/ESTEC
PO Box 299
NL-2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Maior Space Companies
Contact us to outsource your employees' spin-off initiatives in an innovative and
win-win scheme

Tel : +31 (0)71 565 471 1
Fax: +31 (0)71 565 3854

Research Centres and universities
Encourage staff to set their own companies to bring leading-edge research to the
marketolace via ESI and ESINET.

e-mail: bruno naulais@esa.int

The ESA fechnology Transler Programme is offering space-developed technologies to non-space companies,
expanding Dusiness tor space industry and creating new business and jobs for non-space companies.
Space as Business, March 2002

and

ES/ ls supported by ESA, EC
West Holland Foreign lnvestment Agency.
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Publications Division

,, c ESTFI P0 Box 299,2200
Tel. (31

,| ':"

) 7l

AG Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

565 3405- Fox i3l )

il 565 5433

Avaitable Jrom ESA Publications Division
Publication

of

Scope/Contents
Number
issues per year

Price

Source

Free of charge

ESA Publications Division

Prices vary

ESA Publications Division

Periodicals
ESA Bulletin

ESA's house magaztne

Earth Observation QuaderlY

Remote-sensing newsletter

Reaching for the Skies

Space Transportation System newsletter

On Station

Space Station and Microgravity newsletter

Preparing for the Future

Technology Programme newsletter
News from the European Centre for

ECSL News

Space Law (under ESA ausPices)

Monographs

Code

Conference Proceedings

(SP-xxx)

Collections of papers presented at

ESA conferences

Special Publications

(SP-xxxx)

Detailed monographs on
ESA programmes/projects

Brochures

(BR-xxx)

Concise summaries on
ESA programmes/projects

Scientific & Technical Reports

(STF-xxx)

Scientific & Technical Memoranda

(STM-xxx)

Reflecting ESA's position on a given subject
Latest but not finalised thinking on a
given subject

Procedures, Standards &

(PSS-xxx)

Training Manuals

Definitive requirements in support of
ESA contracts

Specifications

[M-xxx)

Series for education of users or potential

users of ESA programmes, services or
facilities

Public-relations material

General ESA literature, posters

ESA Communication Dept

photographs, films, etc

8-10 rue Mario-Nikis
75738 Paris 15. France

All periodicals are also available via the Internet at:

http://esaPu b.esrin.esa. itl
Public-relations material and other ESA information is available at:

http://www.esa.int
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Order Form Jor ESA Publications
No publications sent before receipt of payment in Euros (€).
No. of
copies

ESA
reference no.

Price per
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Total amount:
(please print carefully)

Post Code
Signatuye

C

Cheque enclosed (made payable to ESA publications Division)
Return Order Form with cheque to; ESTEC

- Finance Division (ADM-F|)
P.O.Box 299 - 22OO AG Noordwlk - The Netherlands

C

ltems ordered
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Charge

to:

O Eurocard/Mastercard* O

free of charoe

No.

Card
.Mastercard:

Visa

O

AmEx

Exoirv date:

include becurity Code located on'Olif< bt card above signature - 3 digits

Card Holder's Name
Return order Form

to:

The Bookshop - ESA publications Division - ESTEC
P.o.Box 299 - 22oo AG Noordwrlk - The Netherlands; Fax: +31 (o)zi 565 5433

Telephone orders (and further information): +31 (O)21 565 3405

Payment
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Burkina Faso

Leoanon
Liechtenstein

Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland

Rates in Euros
1X

111

page

112 page

€

1.000.-

€

600.-

4x

8x

€ 800.-

€ 600.-

€ 500.-

€ 400.-

page

€

400.-

€ 350.-

€ 300.-

Extra charge for 4 colour processing € 750.Loose inserts (by application only): one 44 sheet € 1500.- plus
the binder's handling charge of (currently) €75.- per thousand.

lndia

Libya

Syria

Lithuania

Tahiti

LUXemOOUTg

Taiwan

Chile

Macedonia
Madagascar

Tanzania
Thailand

Mali

Togo

Malta

Trinidad

Colombia
Congo
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Dubai
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lceland

Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
China

ESA Bulletin: February, May, August and November

Puedo Rico
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation

Andorra
Argentina
Australia

(Upper Volta)

3 mm

Honduras
Hong Kong

Ecuador
Egvpt
El Salvador

Mauritania

Tunisia

Mexico
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar

Turkey

Nepal

Vietnam

Fiji

Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonra
New Zealand
Nicaragua

Finland

Niger

France

Nigeria

French Guiana

Norway

Gabon
Gambia

Pakistan

Germany
Gibraltar

Peru

Greece

Poland

Guatemala

Podugal

Estonia

Ethiopia
Faroe lslands

and Tobago

Mauritius

Papua New Guinea
Philippines

Uganda
UAE

United Kingdom
uruguay
USA
Venezuela
Yemen
Zaue

Zambia
Zimbabwe

